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Board To
Wait For
Report
Members of the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board delayed action to
trim trees at the northeast end of the
airport -until a surveyor's report has
been finalized.
According to airport manager
Johnny Parker,the trees may nqtXrve
been trimmed to the proper height in
the Airport Development and Aid Program's 02 project.
The project was to have trimmed the
trees at a 34-to-1 slope, Parker said.
However, it was discussed at the
meeting that Nashville engineer Larry
McClanahan was hired to survey the
project to check if the trees were trimmed to the specified height or if additional air space over the trees must be
purchased.
Board members hoped that the
survey would completed in the near
future.
Regarding other business, purchase
of a two-inch runway overlay currently
is "in limbo" since the matching funds
bill has not been passed,Parker said.
The overlay has been needed since
the runway accommodates larger aircrafts since it was extended from 4,000
feet to 5,000 in the 02 project, Parker
said.
Board chairman Hugh Oakley
reported that there has been a drainage
problem near the new T-hangar. He
proposed that a grader could take care
of thg problem.

•

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. AP; -- Dry
weather and high interest rates have
erased $100 million of budget cuts in
Tennessee Valley Authority power and
construction programs,officials say.
A rate increase of 6 to 13 percent that
officials two weeks ago said they hoped
to avoid or at least reduce as a result of
the cost-cutting measures now appears
inevitable, they said Monday.
Power Manager _Hugh Parris said
TVA still needs a $100 million to $200
million rate boost in April to balance its
1981 books — that despite a $60 million
surplus from 1980 and $30 million in accounting deferrals in addition to the
budget cuts.

i92

-We are responding to the general
public's demand that we try harder,"
TVA Chairman S. David Freeman said.
"And then out of Washington,completely beyond our control,comes changes in
interest rates that completely wipe out
our savings."
The government-owned utility has
drawn a barrage of criticism from its
2.8 million consumers in seven states
and their representatives in Congress
for raising power rates 13 percent in October.
The October increase followed a 10.8
lercent boost last April and produced
See TVA HIKES,
Page 12, Column 6

Annual Basket Program To Begin

"CHRISTMAS IN THE PARK" — Murray-Calloway County Parks employees F. C.
Cook,left, and Charlie Scott set up
one of the Christmas card scenes which will be a part of the third annual "Christmas
in the Park" display. Viewers
may stay in their cars and ride through the park to view the M displays. The'public
is invited to the lighting
ceremonies for the program at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday,Dec. 10. It will remain lighted
through the Christmas season.
_
Stall Photo Fly Debbie N tee

will continue through the Christmas
season, may stay in their cars and drive
down the winding road through the
park. Cars may come into the park at
the east entrance.
The park's newest animated display
will feature Snoopy and Woodstock ice
skating on a pond surrounded by the
other "Peanuts" cartoon characters.
The display is sponsored by the Murray
Optimist Club.
_ The animated__ display, Santa's
Workshop, which has been at the entrance to the Murray Fisher-Price
plant for the past seven Christmas
seasons, will be a focal point of this
year's park program. The display
shows Santa and his elves working on
toys for Christmas delivery. The elves'

,
arms are Motorized to simulate the
building actidh.
One of last year's favorites, a sleigh
carrying an animated Santa Claus and
his bag of toys pulled by a red-nosed
Rudolph and eight reindeer, will !a
back again this year, according to
Hohman. A system of pulleys and belts
moves the reindeer in the 30-foot
display sponsored by Scott Drugs.
Another feature will be a Christmas
tree near the west entrance to the park.
More than 200 multicoloredlights will
be suspended from the top of a 30-foot
utility pole in the shape of a tree, A star
atop the ballfield concession stand will
complete the setting.
A Murray State University art class
enlarged the cards for the scenes as a

Woodall To Receive
Oath At Board
Of Regents Meeting

ATTENDS CONVENTION — The Calloway County High School
Beta Club
recently attended the state Beta Club convention. The Betas participated
in competition while assistant principal Billy Nis was named
to the state
council. CCHS advisor Betty Riley also was recognized foilier more
than
20 years as Beta sponsor.

Nix Elected To Beta Council;
CCHS Group Attends Conference
Billy Rue Nix, assistant principal of
Calloway County High School, was
elected to the Kentucky State Beta Club
Council at the state convention Dec. 5
and 6 in Louisville.
The council is the governing body of
the State Beta Clubs. This organization
is made of administrators from across
the state.
Seventeen Calloway Betas attended
the convention and were accompanied
by their sponsor, Betty Riley, and Kr.
and Mrs. Nix.
Darrell Overby placed ninth in the
spelling contest.
Other students
from Calloway who
entered contests
_N
were
Mike
Jackson, original
oratory; Keith
Ford, creative
writing;
and
Lanessa Jones, an
Nis
afghan in the arts
and crafts contest
Trigg County High School Betas won
the prestigiou.s talent contest with a 10minute skit on Kentucky entitled
"Beginnings.."
Riley received a silver certificate

<

TVA Rate Hike
Now Inevitable

'Christmas In The Park' To Feature 30 Displays
By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Writer
Thirty Christmas displays, including
three animated scenes of an ice-skating
Snoopy, Santa's workshop complete
with elves, and Santa Claus and
reindeer team, will highlight this year's
"Christmas in the Park" display.
"Christmas in the Park" was begun
in 1978 in the Murray-Calloway County
Park. An estimated 32,500 people viewed the display during the 20-nights the
park was lighted last year.
According to parks director Gary
Hohrnan, seven new larger-than-life
floodlighted Christmas card scenes
have been added to this year's program. Viewers of the display, which
will be lighted Wednesday night and

Iumc

recognizing her more than 20 years as
Beta sponsor.
Marcie James, a Marshall County
High senior, state secretary, reported
that nearly $5,000 in donations from
Kentucky Betas to the Children's Foundation of Norton-Children's Hospital
have been made. It has been the state
service project since 1973. Calloway
Betas contributed $150 tothe project.
Jackie Sue Shroat, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Carl E. Shroat of Frankfort
and formerly from Murray, was elected
state vice president. Other students
elected were Rebekah Van Booven,
Hopkinsville High School, state
secretary, and David Gray, Barren
County High School, state president.
Mrs. Nell Lite, Christian County High
School, was installed as state sponsor.
Other Calloway Betas attending the
convention were Kim Weatherford,
Louis Zimmerman, Lisa - Garland,
Mark Roberts, Kevin Hopkins, Roland
Conoly, Trisha Clark, Lynn Cothran,
Jana Williams, Chris Brum Ronnie
Bryan,Can Price and Tina Housden.
The National Beta Convention will be
held in Orlando, Fla. June 18-20.
Calloway Betas are making plans to be
represented at that convention.

class project after a committee
selected the cards to be used.
Using the patterns made by the class,
parks employees cut the characters
from the scenes out of plywood and did
the finishing art work on each. Parks
employees are now in the process of setting up the displays and fixing the electrical hookups.
Other sponsors of tffis year's displays
are: Murray K iwanis Club, Tau Phi
Lambda, Mur1ay-ffa/115WW ""Crituity
Jaycees, Murray Lions Club, Beth
See CHRISTMAS,
Page 12, Colonic!6

Hubbard To Be
Guest Speaker
At NARFE Lunch

Congressman Carroll Hubbard, Jr.,
will be the guest speaker at the holiday
luncheon of the Kentucky Lake Chapter
of the National Associatibn of Retired
— The oath of office will be ad..WoodalL urban..thgew .
InklAtCatt
=1L
(t.ln.
F;AFI.V...1;LP,Ps1
.,
4
pee. 12, at 11:30 a.m. at the Colonial
Murray State 'University Board of
House Siborgasbord.
Regents meets at 1:30 p.m. Saturday,
Special musical entertainment will
Dec. 13, in the board suite of Wells Hall.
be provided by a trio composed of
Other items included on the agenda
Mable Rogers, Edith Noffsinger, and
are: the degree report of the dean of adRuby Mae Jones with Pete Brown as
missions and registrar; report of the
the accompanist.
Wrather Hall Museum Committee;
Members are asked to bring prospecprelinPnary report on 1981-82 budget;
tive members as guests. _Door prizes
insurance committee report; resoluwill be given to the ladies, accOrding to
tions honoring. Bob T. Long, women's
Gene Tarry, president of the chapter.
cross country and women's tennis
teams; president's report; faculty and
staff personnel-payroll items; student
life policy considerations; board coinmittee assignments; budgetary reduction policy; faculty and academic
policy considerations; resolution on
property acquisition; and gifts to the
university.
The board will also meet,in executive
session to consider property acquistion
and personnel matters.

The Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association, under the
leadership of Pastor Jay Brigham, Immanuel Lutheran Church, and the Rev.
Custis Fletcher, interim minister, St.
John's Episcopal Church, have been
named the co-cordinators for the Annual Christmas Basket Program of
matching needy families with churches,civic groups and fraternal orders
that provide money or food baskets.

selection of food and meats, with the exception of the purchase of cigarettes.
All funds that come in will be
dispensed.
For five years, the ministerial
association has served as the coordinator of this program that every
legitimate needy family is helped by someone. Due to the downturn in the
economy and the high unemployment in
Calloway County,it is expected that the
need may be greater this year than
ever before. Call Pastor Brigham at
753-6712, Rev. Fletcher 753-6908 or Need
Line 753-6333 to make contributions to
the community Christmas Certificate
Kitty or mail contributions to:
Christmas Charity, in care of Pastor
Brigham, 100 S. 15th Street, Murray,
42071.

Pastor Brigham and Rev. Fletcher
will serve as a clearinghouse of giving
the names of families that clearly hive
a need for food and or toys to those who
desire to help. They also will receive
monies which will be placed in gift certificates af'likal grocery stores where
families will le able to make their own

Requests For Church Ads Made
The First Christian Church of Murray
began a series of newspaper and radio
ads in 1979 to overcome an identity problem.Since that time,the ads published
regularly in The Murray Ledger &
Times, have been requested by 43
Christian Churches in 21 states. The requests were a direct result of an article
which appeared in the chuteh's national puhlIPA*ioarThe Disctiple,The-ar-tide was written by Joe Rigsby,creator
of the ads.
Rigsby,a member of The First Chris-

tian Church of Murray, was an advertising executive in Louisville before
taking a teaching position at Murray
State University in 1977.
The ads set forth a provocative and
somewhat controversial idea in the
headlines and quickly follow ap by turning the statement around to a positive
,oneTor the_church._.
The ads are now being distributed
through the church's west Kentucky office in Madisonville.

inside today
The Murray High Schoolgirls' basketball team recorded
its first win of
Fulton City Monday night in Murray. For complete
details and photos,see today's sports section,
the season,89-22 over
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Cloudy and colder tonight with
a chance of snow flurries. Lows in
the upper 20s to low 30s. Antly
TriTtola Wernesaay with
highs in the low 40s.
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Extended Forecast
Fair and dry with a slow warming trend Thursday through
Saturday.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
354.45
Kentucky Lake
354.46
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Several Items On
Agenda For County
School Board Meeting

,AL

Several items will highlight the
Calloway County School Board meeting
set for 7,p.m. Thursday, Dec. 11, in the
board of education office on College
Farm Road.
The agenda includes personnel items.
report on accreditation procedures for
the three elementary school and the
middle school, report on Title I migrant
program and the superintendent's
report.

HMMM. LET ME SEE!
THAT MAKES 15
SHOPPING DAYS 'TIL
CHRISTMAS

PAUL HARRIS FELLOW — Ronald Churchill, seated in center, was made a Paul Harris Fellow in Rotary Internationa
l
in a ceremony at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Saturday morning. Each of the local Rotarians
contributed
$10 to a special fund which established a Fellowship in Churchill's name. The honor is the highest which
can be
bestowed on a Rotarian. M. C. Garrott tells about the preentation in his column on Page -I Attending
the presentation were Churchill's grandson, Tommy Walker, seated, and first row, from tell, dub president
Gene Schanbacher, Rotary Foundation committee chairman Forrest Priddy, Garrott and Charles Eldridge. Back row, from
left,
Churchill's daughter, Mrs. John Imes, L. I. Hortin, Max Hurt Dr. 0. C. Wells, T. Waldrop, Prentice Lassiter,
Guy
Billington, Nat Ryan Hughes. Fiolmts Ellis and Charlie Bondurant.
staft Photo ev orbit) 'c tee
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THE ACES'

IRA G CORN, JR

•

"It requires greater virDeclarer timed his play
tues to support good 011an
NORTH
IS4.A
bad fortune " -- La Rochefoucauld
•K Q 7 3
•J 63
Declarer found fortune
•9 7,6 3
when East failed to make an
•
93
However.
excellent play
EAST
WEST
finding fortune was not
•8 5
enough There remained •9 4
•9 5 4 2
10
8
A
Q
•
some work to turn his luck
•4
•Q 10 5
to material advantage
•K 87 6 4 2
4A Q J 5
Dummy's queen won the
SOUTH
opening trump lead and a
•A J 1062
low club was led from
•K7
dummy East played low
•A K J 8 2
•10
without thought, and opporVulnerable North-South
tunity for East had knocked
Dealer South. The bidding:
and gone Had East risen
with the club king and shift- South West North East
ed to hearts, declarer would
2•
31
1•
not have been able to avoid 4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
losing two hearts, a club an(
Opening lead Spade four
a diamond
Declarer's club 10 went to
well to lay the trap HowevWest's jack and West led
er, East should have found
Dummy
another trump
the defense to beat the
won, dummy's last club was game
played
declarer
ruffed and
Bid with Corn"
hiS ace and king of
diamonds. East discarding a
12-9-B
South
holds
club
A third diamond put West
on play, but he was out of
Szife —leads A club lead
would yield a, ruff and
discard, and a heart lead
would establish declarer's
king West chose the latter
and declarer made his vulnerable game. losing only
one trick in each of the side
suits
Should declarer get credit
for playing well or should
East: get the-raspberries for
not playing his king of
clubs' Much of both. I would
say
Ends flues 2./11

•9 4
•A Q 108
•Q 105
4A Q J 5
South

t
1•

Community Happenings Are Listed
Tuesday, Dec.9
Lydian Sunday School of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the fellowship hall of the
church at 6:30 p.m.
Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
('enter.
Parents Anonymous will
.fleet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Calloway: Public Library
will hold a "A Celebration of
Christmas" at 7:30 p.m. This
is free and open to the public.
Art glass workshop will be
from 12:30 to 5 p.m. in
ceramics studio next to Swann
Hall, North 16th Street, Murray State.
Joint concert of Murray
State Brass Choir and
Madrigal Singers will be at
8:15 p.m. at the University
Theatre, MSU.This is free and
open to the public.

Aorth
•
1

ANSWER: Two no trump.
Gladys Williamson Group of
South's strength is limited by
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
his one heart rebid and it's
time to show additional will meet at the church at 6:30
strength (many would open p.m. to go to the home of Susie
one no trump to eliminate Scott for the program and
Christmas party.
rebidding problems).
Second TOMMY program
Send brtdge questxons to The Aces. will be at 7:30
p.m. at the MurPO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed. stamped envelope ray Art Guild. This is free and
for reply
'open to the public.

Your Individual
Horoscope
- Frances Drake

• 7513314

FOR WEDNESDAY,DECEMBER 10, 1980
What kind of day will tomorrow be' To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign,

z

Ends Thins 12111
$111\ 1{111 •111
k5 1, HON 11

TIlry Thurs 12 11

THE
PRIVATE EYES,,,

Tuesday, Dee.9
Ernest Williams, Hunt
Smock, and the Rev. Martin
Mattingly will speak on "Why
I Send My Child To A Private
School" at the meeting of Murray State University Chapter
of Phi Delta Kappa at Winslow
cafeteria, MSU.
Christmas open house for
families of children in morning program .of Murray
Preschool Corporation will be
at 7 p.m. in the classroom.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Helen
Bennett at 10 a.m, with program by Mr. and Mrs. Larrie
Clark; III with Mrs. Dan
McKeel at 7:30 p.m. with program by Corinne McNutt.
Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
home of Ann Herron, 103 State
Street, Hazel.
Carter School PTA will meet
at 7 p.m. at the school. The
program will be by the fourth
grade chorus.
Wednesday,Dec. 10
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: South Pleasant Grove with Martha Clark
Butterworth at 11 a.m.; New
Concord at Holiday Inn at
11:30 a.m.; Pottertown at Colonial House Smorgasbord at
10 a.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 9 a m. to 5 p.m.
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will have their Christmas
ladies luncheon at 12 noon with
Vicki Nance and Wanda
Brown as chairmen. Bridge
wIl be at 9:30 a.m. with Ada
Sue Roberts as hostess.

with a co-worker. Use ingenuity on the job. Creative pursuits should prove especially
stimulating now.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
VIRGO
Circles of First United
ARIES
Ryset4 i Aug.23 to Sept. 22
Methodist Church Women will
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
The outlook is good for
Competitors use underhand domestic matters and the pur- meet at 6:30 p.m. at the churtactics. Still, you'll profit from chase of new things. Letters ch.
this day careerwise. Make and phone calls bring results.
Art glass workshop for
travel plans, and be open to LIBRA
students and interested
new ideas.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
TAURUS
Your optimism attracts observers will be from 9:30
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
benefits. Short trips and visits a.m. to 5 p.m. in ceramics
A new approach is reqwred bring joy. Shopping trips may studio next to Swann Hall,
venture.. Examine ....lead to unexpected purchases. -North 16th Street,
routine habits. Day may bring sampio
Annual Christmas concert
a pleasant surprise in relation- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) In"
ships.
Be direct with others. Don't for school children of Murray
GEMINI
be secretive. Research about and Calloway County will be
( May 21 to June 20)
a financial project brings suc- by the Murray State UniversiCordiality aids you on the cessful results. Accent ty Choir, directed by Bob
job. Avoid arguments about original thinking. -Baar, at 8:30 and 10 a.m. at
sex; meet partners half-way- SAGITTARIUS
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Share in the activities of ( Nov'. 22to Dec. 21 )' —
children.
You'll enjoy social life now
Hazel Center will be open
CANCER
and make beneficial new con- from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac—
( June.21 toJuly 22)
(acts. New money-making tivities by the senior citizens
A favorable time for love in- ideas should be kept under
with free blood pressure check
wraps.
forming
new
atterests or for
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. and
tachments. Use reason rather CAPRICORN
lunch at 11:45 a.m.
than emotion in discussing
.!Pm.
..............
doifiesti'CISSileS.•"
'"'
'
Vary your routine a bit. An
Concert by Eastern Brass
LEO
unexpected social gathering Quintet will be from 1:30 to
( July 23 to Aug. 22 I
should be fun. Behind-thep.m. at Farrell Recital
Watch out for differences scenes career moves are 3:30
Hall, Fine Arts Center, Murfavored now.
ray State. This is free and
AQUARIUS
111,••
open to the public.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Don't seek the limelight
Douglas Center will be open
now. Stay in the background
p.m. for acfor success in career ventures. from 10 a.m. to 2
Citizens
Friends are a source of new tivities by the Senior
with lunch at 12 noon.
ideas.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Discussions on assets and
investments are fruitful. The
p.m. places a happy accent on
distant interests and friendships.
YOU BORN TODAY will
The Murray Area Council of
succeed best in an occupation
that reflects your ideals. Do the International Reading
not let a need for security keep Association will meet Wednesyou from taking a chance on day, Dec. 10, at 4 p.m. in the
your dreams. Though a kind of Special Education Building,
opportunism will bring you Room 341, Murray State
business success, you pro- University.
bably have greater gifts. A geThe theme will focus on
nuine concern for your "Christmas Stories and
fellowman attracts you to Verses" with Dr. Rubie E.
humanitarian causes. In that
Smith,retired chairman of the
capacity, you have leadership
Department of Elementary
abilities. You're inventive and
Education and Distinguished
are capable of making an
original contribution in any Professor, as the special guest
artistic line. Music, painting, presentor.
All parents, teachers and
film, writing, architecture,
poetry and politics are all friends are invited. For additional information, contact
viable options for you.

nsf,

e(c)

Then flues

ChiStMfi Si.•753-3314

Buy 2
Chippers
for $299

With each Chipper you gel
2 pieces of fish fiflet
•creamy coie slaw
•crisp french fries
2Southern-style hush puppies

Now Thru Nov.14

-Captain Ws.
111 North 12th St.
753-9383

Wednesday,Dec. 10
Thursday, Dec. 11
Women of the Murray CounGamma Gamma Chapter of
try Club will have their Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Christmas ladies luncheon at the home of Linda Knight at
12 noon at the club with Toni 6:30 p.m.
Hopson and Eva Morris as
chairmen. Bridge will be at
Murray Chapter No. 92 of
9:30 a.m. with Euldene Robin- the Royal Arch Masons is
son, Mary Virginia Mal,Euva scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Nell Mitchell, and Patsy at the lodge hall.
Miller as hostesses.
Fifth, and sixth grade
Board of Directors of students of North Calloway
Humane Society of Calloway Elementary School will preCounty will meet at 12 noon at sent its annual Christmas
Pagliai's. For reservations musical program at 7 p.m. in
call Carol Barrett, 753-4065, by the school gym.
Tuesday..
I.egion of Mary will meet at
Overeaters Anonynmous 10:30 a.m. in the rectory of St.
will meet at 12 noon on the se- Leo's Catholic Church,
cond floor of the Baptist Student Center.
Dorcas Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
Workshop on techniques of meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
fund raising will be at 9 a.m. in Mrs. Allen Rose,
the conference room, fifth
floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
State. For information call a.m, at the First Baptist Chur762-2716.
ch,
Murray Area Council of the
Reading
International
Association will meet at 4 p.m.
in Room 341, Special Education Building, Murray State
University. For information
call Dr. Yancey Watkins or
Dr. James B. Carlin at 7622854.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet at 11 a.m. at the
Ellis Community Center,
Thursday, Dec. 11
"Little Women" will be
presented at 8 p.m. by the
local Community Theatre at
the old freight depot in the
County
Murray-Calloway
Park.
Art glass workshop for
students and interested
observers will continue from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
ceramics studio next to Swann
Hall, North 16th Street.

After School Bible Club will
meeet at the First Christian
Church.

MATHIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Ricky
Mathis of Rt. 2, Box 60B, Murray, are the parents of a baby
Glenn,
boy, Jonathan
weighing six pounds 4'2
ounces, measuring 1834 inches, born on Monday, Nov.
24, at.4:17 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Purdom Oldsmobile-PontiacCadillac. The mother is the
former Rhonda Sledd.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. George Mathis and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sledd, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are John Finis Lindsey, Mrs.
Estelle Brown, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. B. Sledd:, all of Murray.

Murray State Lady Racers
will play the University of
Kentucky in a basketball
game at 7:30 p.m. in the Racer
Arena,MSU.
Annual Christmas concert
by the Murray State Choir and
Chorus, directed by Robert K.
Baar, will be at 8:15 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU. This
is free and open to the public.
Progressive Homemakers
Club will meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Glenda Wilson, 1514
Canerbury.
Counry
Town
and
Homemakers Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Helton Carlin. Each one is to
bring a handmade Christmas
gift.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
.Citizens..I essons.,on firAt. aid..
and safety will be taught by
Murray State representatives
from 10:15 to 11:30 a.m. Lunch
will be at 12 noon
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens. Lunch will be
served at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
and at 12 noon at Douglas.

Murray Area IRA—

To Meet On Wednesday

BABY CONTEST
Beta Sigma Phi
Xi Alpha Phi Chaptcr
•
Child's Name
Parents' Name
Address
Phone
Send with entry fee of $2 and non-returnable photo to Baby
Contest, Southside Manor Ants, A-2, Murray. Ky. 42071, with
postmark to be no later than Dec. 12, 1980.
Winner will receive prizes(Vitiated by local merchants. Fol
more information Cocf.Linda Rogers at 753-6397

ICelebration Planned

Dr. Yancey Watkins or Dr.
James B. Carlin at 762-2854.

GUEST SPEAKER — Max
Parker, attorney for Calloway
County, discussed the "Court
System" at the meeting of the
Hazel Woman's Club held
Thursday, Nov. 20, at the
Hazel Community Center with
all 20 members of the club present. Mrs. Vickie Nance,
president, presided with Mrs.
Jimmy Lamb giving the devotion. Hostesses were Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth and Mrs.
Gerald Gallimore.
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11r. awl Mrs. Carmen
Mr. and Mrs. Carmen FrInk D'Angelo and Itosarik
D'Angelo will celebrate their monacelli D'Angelo
25th wedding anniersary on (.acago, Ill.
Sunday, Dec. 14, with a mass
at 2 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church, 401 North 12th Street,
Murray.
A reception will follow at the
new parish center. All
relatis and friends are invited. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
The reception will be hosted
by their sons — Craig,
For Special
Michael, and Kevin D'Angelo,
all of Murray.
Ways To
Mr.and Mrs. D'Angelo were
Say...
married Dec. 17, 1955, at
Chicago, Ill., with their attenMERRY
dants being Melvin and Ann
CHRISTMAS
Bryson,also of Chicago, Ill.
Come To
Mrs. D'Angelo, the former
Eleanor Jones,is the daughter
of Lena Jones and the late
I Is Pis 6.th. I .••••t••••• hm •
7534926
603 S 1211.
Herman Jones of Murray. Mr.
the
late
D'Angelo is the son of
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HOSPITAL NEWS
Aduls 121
Nursery 9
11-30-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Settle, baby boy (Deborah)
1216 Melrose Street, Murray.
DISMISSAIS
Mrs. Christy K. Outland and
baby girl, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs.
Janet L..Brelsford and baby
boy, Box 36, Hazel; Mrs.
Carolyn J. Boggess, Dexter;
Billie N. Galloway, Box 8,
Almo; Tom Ed Travis, Rt. 3,
Murray.
Michael S. Emery, 900
Walnut Street, Hickman; Mrs.
Freda M. Wasson, Rt. 1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Lanora Gail
King, Rt. 1, Hardin; Lynda G.
Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs.
Iva M. Peal, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Herbert P.Shepard,Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray.

I 1 CARAT
CARAT
I%Rog.CARAT
/
1 4Rog,
$1,500
$700
log.$4,000

$499 '999 '2 495
OTHER SIZE DIAMOND SOLITAIRES
ALSO NOW ON SALE
Chow It!
.90 Days Sams As Cash
•Up to 20 Mesatts To Pay

MICHELSON'S

• •••ENHANCE-FLAVOR- - —
Use mace, cinnamon,
nutmeg, allspice or ground
ginger to enhance the flavor of
applesauce.

DNA

1.3
(
753 1695

Be) Air Center
Murray Ky

OPEN

fRIPAY
NIGHT
'TIL 8:00

©1979 (hreslian hurclwq fl K, We,? Area

Church seats
are just
too hard.
Some of them are a little uncomfortable. If they
weren't, the preachers might loose too many folks to
slumberland every Sunday. And isn't it interesting that
we rarely hear complaints about the hardness of
stadium bleachers.
Perhaps we were meant to be a little uncomfortable
in church. Not just our seats, but also our hearts and
souls. If we're totally at ease with the way we are and
with our actions, then we would always be comfortable
anywhere. Realizing why we aren't may be a nice, uncomfortable thing to find out.
Join us Sunday at the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ). Be uncomfortable with us. We'll both be better
for it.

'a

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

••
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Observations

HEALTH

By Loch,' Hart

Help for
hearing problem?

Murray High Annual Staff
Of 14 Years Ago Is Listed
Like all teachers and
parents, I never get tired of
talking about my childrenformer students that is. Last
week's visit to Murray High
School set me to reviewing my
last annual staff, '66, and doing some research on them. I
could write a book on the entire class but my close contact
with those working on the
yearbook caused me to try to
find out what they are doing 14

years later.
Arlo Sprunger, class president, best all-round, member
of the National Honor Society,
best looking, majored in art.
Sorry I couldn't locate him.
Ann Tittsworth, dental
hygenists, is Mrs. John Bennett, mother of Josh, her four
year old. She is expecting her
second child. John is a
representative of Vicloulas a
steel industry. They reside in

t D'Angelo and Rosarik
icelli [)'Angelo ol
go, Ill.

For Special
Ways To
Say...
MERRY
CHRISTMAS
Come To
( 11'41.111 I,...-

7534515
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DEAR DR LAMB
I have
Evansville,Ind.
their own level. Gary is with been getting deaf for quite
Lanette Underwood (Mrs. the Aetna Insurance Co. St. awhile I am a female and
started wearing a hearing aid
Eddie Hunt) was most popular Louis.
25 years ago. I'm now 64. My
girl. She is teaching in the city
Melissa Trevathan, besides left ear went completely deaf
school system and has a baby working on the annual, was a quite awhile ago Last year I
son. Steve Doran, most member of the newspaper got a new hearing aid and in a
popular and an athletic staff, played in the band and short while I couldn't seem to
scholarship winner, is a participated in athletic hear well with it. A specialist
told me once that the nerves
salesman for a steel business events. After graduating from were dying
in my ears. He
in Henderson.
Murray State, she did said he couldn't help me any I
Mary Jo Oakley, football graduate work at South have an awful noise in my
queen and National Honor Western, Dallas, Texas. She head that I can hardly stand
Society member,is Mrs. Keith has taught English and Sometimes when we have
M. Hinton and resides with her religious education the past company I feel like asking
them to go home. I am so
husband in Dallas, Texas five years at Brentwood
ashamed and I don't want to
where she teaches and he is Private Academy. Nashville, go anywhere. The specialist
assistant administrator in St. Tenn. She was at home here says the nerves are all dead in
Paul's Hospital.
during the Thanksgiving the back of my ears. He has
Steve Douglass,editor of the season, but I missed seeing given me Valium. Can I
yearbook, is an insurance her. I think I am correct when become addicted to this mediagent, residing in Dover I state that she was voted cine?
DEAR READER — Anyone
Tenn. Mary
Robbins, "Outstanding Teacher" the who has a significant hearing
assistant editor, voted most past year. Her little nephew, problem should be evaluated
likely to succeed, member of George Benjamin Trevathan, by a specialist in ear, nose and
the National Honor Society, is living with her parents, throat problems. Usually an
National Merit Finalist, and a Margaret and Ben Trevathan, audiological evaluation will
also be needed, using the varilion's Club scholarship win- while brother Steve is doing
ous modern tests available.
ner can't be located.
his residency in Mayo Clinic,
The early age of onset of
Rita Hurd, now Mrs. David and his wife, Pam, is further- your problems suggests that
Winslow, resides in Louisville ing her law studies in Miami you may have otosclerosis, a
where her husband is a physi- University. Brother Kim is problem of bone formation
cian. She has two boys, three teaching freshman English in that affects the hearing.
Sometimes surgery is useful
and seven years. She was Miss University of Illinois.
in such cases. The nerve can
Murray High School, and a
There are other interesting be damaged in the course of
member of the National Honor facts about class members. I time in some people with the
Society.
problem.
will continue this review.
Lynda Allbritten, now Mrs.
Gary Houck, resides with her
husband and three sons,
Traversfeld Paul, nine; Barrett Allbritten, six; and AnMrs. Dorothy R. Turner, Rt. 6,
11-29-80
drew Langston, six months in
Glendale Drive, Cadiz; TamNEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Edwardsville, Ill. Lynda was
Eike, baby boy (Tonja) 1505 my S. Hardison, Rt. 6,
business manager of the anMayfield; Mrs. Diane W.
Sycamore Street, Murray.
nual, member of the band, NaStutler, baby boy (Rita) Rt. Hicks, Rt. 9, Benton; Jerry L.
tional Honor Society and the
Sheridan, Rt. 7y, Mayfield.
1, Benton.
class secretary. She teaches in
Kerry L. Todd, Rt. 1,
Hayes, baby girl (Linda)
a private school-Montessori
1004 Pearl Street, Paris, Tenn. - Kirksey; Michelle P. Turner,
School for Children, in EdRt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Sylvia B.
DISMISSALS
wardsville. She works with
Mrs. Cindy F. Dunn, 503 Miller, Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs.
children, eight to a class,
Lynnwood Street, Murray; Reba A. Clayton, 422 South
where the students travel at
Eighth Street, Murray.

Once the nerve is damaged
from any cause, it is more difficult to aid the hearing If
you need to amplify the sound
too much it may be distorted
or may exceed noise thresholds Some hearing loss is
mostly in high frequencies
and adjusting the amplification to the range of sound frequencies lost often makes a
hearing aid more functional
These problems are discussed
in The Health Letter number
16-8, Your Vital Hearing,
which I am sending you Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
The nerve can be damaged
by other processes, including
noise exposure and even virus
infections such as mumps. It
is often involved in hearing
disorders that occur later in
life and may 'be damaged
from changes in circulation.
Many people withferve damage can be helpe# with hearing aids as long as reasonable
amplification actually helps.
Once the nerve damage has
progressed too far and can't
be helped, then hearing aids
may be of little value
Valium can be addicting
and must be used with
caution. Nevertheless, you
may need some help to keep
you from being so tense. Talk
it over with your doctor. If
you are worried about the
amount you are taking, perhaps he can suggest something else.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
son is 26 years old. His dentist
who just passed away had said
his teeth were perfect and
never mentioned a word about
his wisdom teeth.
Now his friends tell him
that they should be extracted:
Is this true?
DEAR READER — Not
necessarily. It depends entirely on the condition of the wisdom teeth and their relation
Mrs. Lillie E. Chambers,806 to the other teeth. If there is
South Ninth Street, Murray; not enough room for the wisMrs. Burna H. Ruiz, Rt. 5, dom teeth, they may need to
be removed. Or if they are
Murray; Mrs. Sylvia Martin,
positioned in such a way as to
Hazel; Mrs. Erin G. Reed, affect the other teeth, they
1002 Payne Street, Murray.
may cause a problem. In
other words, there has to be a
ERITREA
• good dental indication for
In 1950, the United Nations --removing them. Otherwise
ruled that Eritrea should go to'they can be left alone. They
Ethopia.
are sometimes useful, too

SPUN.NEWS

ERIE nORMAII

h. 11,611 51r
3 S 12th

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

CELEBRATES FIRST BIRTHDAY — Miss Jill Michelle
Carrico, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carrico,
celebrated Iter first birthday with a party at her home
on Nov. 19. The cake and decorations were all in a
Bugs Bunny design as this was the party girl's favorite
cartoon character. Those present were: Nancy and
Becky Schroader, Jennifer Bushart, Randy, Susan and
Jason Ralph, Kristy, Phil and Nancy Carrico, Grandmother and ,Grandfather Sholar, Richard, Emma, and
Belinda Franklin, Grandmother and Grandfather French, Mary Beth Rohrer, Mother, Daddy and till. Birthday
cake, ice cream, mints and nuts were served by the
honoree's parents.
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DEAR ABBY: When I was outside getting my newspaper,
I saw my son running up the street, leaving his bicycle
abandoned on the sidewalk. I called out to him,"If someone
steals your bike, I'm not buying you a new one!"
He shouted back, "You didn't buy me the first one —
Daddy did!" At first I was angry, then I realized it was true.
I had never worked outside the home,so everything we had
was paid for with Daddy's paycheck.
All I had ever given our son was an enema when he was
sick, a bath when he was dirty and a whipping when he was
naughty. The chocolate chip cookies and taffy apples he
loved so much weren't really from me because without
Daddy's paycheck, I wouldn't have had the ingredients.
Perhaps one day I will become a "liberated woman" and
get a job that will bring in some money. Then I'll feel like an
.egual partner.
'ANCYNirMCKT8'14°M
DEAR MOM: Your contributions as a wife, mother
and homemaker are as important as your husband's
paycheck, which makes you an equal partner, so
don't put yourself down. Your son needs some
perspective on the true nature of the parental
partnership.(And a little discipline wouldn't hurt,
either.)

JIFFIES'
Leisure footwear for men

•••

DEAR ABBY: Please urge your readers to make the small
but worthwhile investment in electrical outlet plug caps.
Last night our 3-year-old inserted a car key in an outlet.
Fortunately he--received only a mild shock, and the only
damage was a burned-out fuse and two terrified parents.
I've read several letters in your column from parents
offering various warnings after it was too late for them. We
were lucky. I hope you can find room in your column for this
warning, too.
T.A. NACKERS, ST. FRANCIS, WIS.
DEAR MR. NACKERS: Thanks for pointing out an
obvious but seldom mentioned danger to youngsters.
•••

BARON
Elegant -Sueded- Espadulle With Genuine Split
Leather Sole
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Mom Has Equal Stock
___In.Marriage Partnership

'TIL 8:00
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By Abigail Van Buren

Camel,
Navy,
Brown,
Wine

DEAR ABBY: What to get our elderly mother, Dad,
grandparents, aunts, uncles and friends for Christmas?
We all have fancy robes, gowns, tablecloths, napkins, etc.,
stored away, but what we would appreciate most is to have
things done for us that we aren't able to do ourselves.
For example: Furniture moved, windows and doors
repaired, pictures and mirrors hung, trees and bushes
planted, and so on. It would be wonderful to receive a
Christmas card saying, "Make a list of things you want
done and I will he over on Saturday from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m.
to do them. And drat will be your Christmas present from
me"
IDEA FROM LONG BEACH
•• O

$795
PLUSH TOUCH
This Ultimate Voyant Velour Offers An Incomparable Look And Feel. Soft Cushioned Insole.
Durable PVC Sole.

Bich

:ST COPY AVAILABLE

CONFIDENTIAL TO HOT TEMPER IN HOT
SPRINGS: Never answer an angry word with an
angry word. It's the second one that makes the
quarrel.
• ••

Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters.
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write HI) interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send El and a long, stamped (2$
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.'

Gail Blalock-

Speaks On 'Spouse Abuse'

•

Gail Blalock of the Department of Human Resources,Murray,spoke on "Spouse Abuse" at
the November meeting of the
Gladys Williamson Group of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women held at the home of
Teresa Richerson.
The president, Denecia
Lovins, presided. Becky Nance

Open Houses
Are Planned
Holiday open houses for the
families of the children of the
Murray Preschool Corporation
have been planned for tonight
(Tuesday) and on Thursday.,
Dec. 11.
The event will be held at thc
preschool classroom.
Tonight at 7 p.m. the open
house will be for the families of
the morning program of the
school.
On Thursday at 7 p.m -the
open house will be for the
families of the afternoon school
program.

gave the names onhe prayer
calendar and read the scripture.
As a mission project, the group
voted to buy and donate to the
church library a film concerning
Lottie Moon and her work in
missions.
Following the program a surprise stork shower was given in
honor of Susie Scott.
Refreshments of pound cake,
nuts, mints, homemade
strawberry candies, and hot
spiced tea were served by Mrs.
Richerson in the breakfast nook
• of-the home.
Others present were Barbara
Smotherman, Teresa Williams,
Vicki Willoughby, Jan Cooper,
Laura Paschall, Mary Janice
Cooper,and Tammy Allbritten.

11r.

lirs. for,If.

Local Couple Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith
celebrated their 84th and 85th
birthdays respectively on
Saturday, Nov. 29, at the home
of their daughter, Verona
Grogan,805 Doran Road, Murray.
Mr. Smith was born on Nov.
21, 1896, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Smith in Lyon County. Mrs.Smith,the former Jet-

tie M. Wilcox, was born on
Nov. 29, 1895, to Mr. and Mrs
Fred Wilcox, alto of Lyon
County.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were
married on Dec. 25, 1921, and
are the parents of three
daughters — Joette Wolfe Of
Madisonville, Dorothy Nanny
and Verona Grogan of Murray. Their four grandchildren
are Diana Wolfe of Murray,
Susan Dunman of Louisville,
Kenneth Grogan of Memphis,
S Tenn., and Terry Grogan of
Murray.
The couple resided in Lyon
County -until 1942 when they
A dinner for all members of moved to Murray. They residMurray. Lodge No. 105 Free ed onth 16th and North
and Accepted Masons, their 16th Stieds, Murray, for 10
families,. and skidows of years, before moving to the
Masons will be herd Friday, Bethel community where Mr.
Dec. 12, at 6:30 p.m. at the Smith continued his occupalodge hall on Highway 121 tion of farming.
North at _Johnny . Robertson - They have been- active.in the- -Road.
Bethel United Methodist ChurThe dinner will be potluck ch. Mrs. Smith taught a class
and members are asked to be- for young adults until she was
ing one dessert and one 83 years of age.
vegetable. Gifts will be
Mr. and Mrs. Smith were
distributed by Santa Claus to • honored at their birthday
the children. Other entertain- celebration by the presence of
ment will be featured.
all members of their family.
Any person needing a ride to Gifts and a birthday cake
the event may call Don decorated with the dates of
Newberry, master of the their birthdays were
lodge, at 753-6444 after 6 p.m.
presented to them.

Holiday I)inner
Planned By Mason
Here On Friday
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For 'our
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Bittiiingtatti nap, Ittb.
wi l be open until 6:00 p.m.
beginning Dec. Ist and u•ill be
open till 8:00 p.m. beginning
also be open
Dec. 1.301. Ir .e
Su nila V .1:00-5:00 begin,'nig
Dec.
"
• .1.
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The Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
will meet Thursday, Dec. 11,
at 6:30 p.m. at the home of
Linda Knight.
A Christmas party with
husbands or escorts as guests
will follow the business
meeting.
Secret sisters will be revealed with a gift exchanged.
Members are asked to bring
items for the craft auction, a
Chapter spokesman said.

AARHUS,Denmark ( AP) —
The Association of Danish
Dairies is facing trial on
charges of violating the nation's sex discrimination law.
Prosecutors acted when
they saw an association advertisement for publicity aides
that said applicants had to
wear skirts.
The association said one
man applied but he was turned
down.

ropi)11):;2....... • •
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Sorority Chapter
To Meet Thursday
At Knight Home

Sex Discrimination
Charges Are Made
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Sandra Dixon, 15, died from injuries
sustained in a three car accident that
occurred at Main and Eighth Streets,
Murray, yesterday.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mollie
Swor, MrsZiaisy !man,80, and Loman
Griffin,87.
The art works of Mrs. James Frazier
of Kirksey Route 1 are on display in the
windows of the Murray Art Guild at 303
East Main Street, Murray,this week.
Births reported include a girl, Kelly
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Max Jones
Workman on Dec. 1.
Elna Hendon, Clover Cotham, and
Verble Yates were the committee
members that directed the benefit card
party held Dec. 3 by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club at
theelub house.
Sgt. Jerry Caldwell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Caldwell of Murray, won
the championship flight in the Ramey
Amateur Golf tournament at the
Ramey Air Force Base, Puerto Rico.
Swiss steak is listed as selling for 69
cents per pound in the ad for Jim
Adams IGA this week.

Number OfStockowners
Rises After Decline
NEW YORK AP)- The number of
as it was the companies that offer
people owning stocks has risen again
employee stock purchase plans.
after a sharp decline in the early 1970s,
The survey found more than 12
'but despite rising prices the median
million of today's shareowneis obtainpercent
of
its
40
shrunk
to
portfolio has
ed stock through employee purchase
.1975 size.. .....
plans at some time, and -that new
There are 29.8 million direct owners
owners "were more likely than in
of corporate stock and mutual funds,
earlier years" to have bought through
the New York Stock Exchange said tosuch plans "other nonbroker plans that
day after doing its first shareownership
facilitate small-scale ownership."
survey since 1975, when 25.2 million
Another source of non-broker purowners were claimed.
chases are the Various reinvestment
The increase, said William Batten,
plans under which an individual can
chairman,resulted at least in part from
buy a few shares in a company through
"the market's improved performance
a broker and thereafter add additional
more
over the past two years," and
amounts directly from the company.
liberal tax treatment of capital gains."
Several hundred companies now have
Battten didn't say so. but the figures
such plans.
seem to suggest tbal shareowneiship
Direct ownership means those people
growth might have resulted partly from
who hold shares in their own name- or
higher interest in low-priced stocks, inin "street" name if left in the tiands of
cluding energy and technology stocks.
the broker - and who have voting
In fact, the 31 percent increase in
rights and earn dividends.
holders of Big Board stocks was the
A far larger number of people, in exmeasured.
categories
the
of
smallest
cess of 100 million, are , indirect
exchanges".
"other
for
Improvements
beneficiaries of stock holdings because
and the over-the-counter market were
they participate in pension plans, or
respec43.4 percent and 65.8 percent,
because they hold insurance policies or
tively: Both include many smaller comhave savings with banks whose forpanies.
tunes depend on their stock inThe survey found that the median age
vestments.
of shareowners declined seven years to
Stan West, New York Stock Ex45.5 years since 1975, and the size of the
change vice president, said indirect
median portfolio fell to just $4,000, com- tneficiaries were estimated at 115
' pared with $10,100 in the . the 1975
1975 and that the number has
survey.
probably risen substantially since then
•
that
it
suggest
The results strongly
because of the continued growth of penwasn't so much-the efforts of brokers
sion plans. He said an estimate would
that brought the new owners to market
be available soon.

Washington Today

"LAST ORE TO WASHINGTON 15 A POTrN LIBERAL!"
Garrptt's Galley

Rotarians Honor Ronald Churchill
With The Highest Honor They Have
It was a touching and emotional
scene early last Saturday morning at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
when Ronald Churchill was made a
Paul Harris Fellow in Rotary International.
This is the highest honor that can
come to a Rotarian. Only three other
members of the. Murray club - Nat
Ryan Hughes, Dr. 0. C. Wells and the
Rev. Henry McKenzie-are Paul Harris Fellows.
Paul Harris was the Chicago
businessman who,shortly after the turn
of the century,founded Rotary International. After his death in 104/, the
Rotary Foundation was formed to
spread worldwide the Rotary concept of
"Service Above Self" in promoting
peace and goodwill.
From initial contributions of ;371,000
and a program of 18 graduate
fellowships in 1946-47, the Foundation,
through contributions from around the
and its activities have grown to
Z.0111,ributions of more than ;16.1 million
in 1979-80. Its programs involve more
than 1,500 persons and more than 100
nations yearly.
A Paul Harris Fellowship honors the
memory of the founder. It also means
that $1,000 bas been contributed to the
foundation in a Rotarians's name in
recognition of years of outstanding service to his club, community and
fellowman.
Ronald has been in the hospital here
and at Vanderbilt in Nashville off and
on for the past several months battling
a very serious illness, and his fellow
Rotarians wanted to honor him in a
special way - with a Paul Harris

An AP News Analysis
abolish the concept of linkage. The
By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
SALT treaty was undercut by the
AP Polftical Writer
- disclosure that there was a Soviet comWASHINGTON (APT - The"Soviet
bat brigade in Cuba and destroyed by
troops poised on the borders of Poland
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
are an ominous sign that the doctrine of
Now Reagan may face a test of how
linkage, a cornerstone of Ronald -fully the doctrine can be applied in U.S.Reagan's foreign policy, could be
Soviet relations.
severely tested soon after his inauguraThe Soviets know the price they
tion.
would have to pay to intervene in
The American hostages in Iran, the
Poland. Relations with the United
Middle East., Afghanistan, unrest in
States and most other nations would
Latin America - all these.would pale
deteriorate sharply. U.S. military spennext to the impact of Soviet intervending, already certain to increase
tion to quash the freedoms won by the' markedly, would go up even more. Any
Polish labor movement. .
hope the .Soviets have of improved
While there seems little doubt that
trade and technological exchanges with
the initial world reaction to such a
the United States or with Western Euromove by the Soviets would be outrage
pean nations would end for the im--and condemnatiea,it-also would- raise- --mediate-future-.-Detente would -wither
serious long-term questions about how
in the cold wind from the East.
far the United States could pursue
But the presence of all'those Soviet
linkage as the foundation of relations
troops on Poland's borders indicates
with the Soviet Union.
there is a strong faction in Moscow that
That doctrine, propounded by
believes that the trends in that Eastern
Richard M. Nixon and Henry A. KissEuropean nation are too dangerous to
inger, stated that issues between the
ignore.
United States and the Soviet Union
+++++4++4++++++++++++44+4-1444+++++4444-4-04-4-•
could not be seen in isolation. The success of arms control or trade negotia-504
tions would depend on Soviet attitudes
and behavior on other issues.
At a news -conference two days after
he was elected president, Reagan said
• .... flatly,"I believe in linkage."
rejectedlifikEge WNW-—
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
he moved into the White House. He
C•PmelePlee len
argued that control of nuclear weapons
4
4444-44-4.4444.4+++4‘
was too important to link the SALT II
Tobacco was no longer the kingpin of farmer survival, retreaty to Soviet actions everywhere in
flected in one of Ted Howard's ag reports that only 1,800 acres of
the world.
But Carter was unable to unilaterilly
an available 2,800-acre allotment had been in production the previous year. Can't blame farmers as derelict of duty in these prosperous
days after a century of suckering themselves to death hopping clods
for tobacco trusts.
Maybe Quint's cow stepped in the milk bucket, but a holly
tree was officially listed as the grand champ of the state by the
Kentucky Division of Forestry. Belonging to Van Clark since 1912,
the holly was 140 years old and had a trunk circumference or7 feet
and 10 inches. The two to three year old tree was transplanted
in 1847 by Newton Brandon in his lawn on Route 3 near Palestine
Church. Ronald Churchill traced the genealogy of the tree through
an interest he acquired while visiting his grandfather who owned
the place at one time, "just sitting around wondering how old the
holly would live" before it would be needing to be put away.
Census figures released in 1971 reporting the 1970 count recorded 27,1392 citizens, up 32 per cent in 10 years from 20,972.
The 1970 list had 915 registered in dark races. In the past decade,
Calloway County passed the figure claimed for the 1900 census, if
Memory serves us correctly, thus it took 70 years to tally the county
as growing up any more. Another memory of the early days was
the county was near to the top of the entire nation in home ownerMiiirdy Ledger & Times
ship, 95 per cent (a guestimate). In 1980 it was 88 per cent and
USPS 3011700
in 1970 83.5 per cent. No wonder old folks are cranky wondering
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when the landlord will be around.
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The Calloway County United Fund is
$2,850 short of the goal of $22,600, it was
revealed yesterday at the meeting of
the Board of Directors held in the office
of Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn.
The advance report of the final
population census for 1960 was released
yesterday by the U. S. Department of
Commerce Bureau of the Census.
Calloway County is listed as having a
population of 20,972 and the city of Murray of 9,303.
Murray Postmaster Ed Fenton urges
the public to get their stamps early and
to mail Christmas Cards and parcels
now to avoid the last minute rush.
"The Song of Christmas" will be
presented Dec. 9 by the 89 members of
the Junior and Senior Choruses of Murray High School. Sheryl Carman will be
narrator, Joyce Spann and Mary Anna
Wallace, the soloists, and Anne
Wrather and Eddie Lee Grogan,
pianists.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Buddy L. White.
Mesdames J. I. Armsbruster,
Maurice Christopher, David Gowans,
Tom Hogancamp, Alfred Lampe, H. L.
Oakley, V. W. Parker, William Taylor,
Ralph Tesseneer, Jr., and J. Matt
Sparkman were members of the social
committee for the Christmas buffet
held by the Murray State University
Women's Society. ,

PRESENTATION
Ronald Churchill, center, was made a Paul Harris
Fellow in Rotary International Saturday morning. Club president Gene
Schanbacher, left, and Forrest Priddy, right, the club's Rotary Foundation
committee chairman, made the presentation.
and the lapel pin which goes with the
Fellowship. They felt he would cherish
honor, he said:
that highly.
"This is the greatest thing that has
Each of them - more than 100 of
ever happened to me in all my years in
them - recently contributed ;10 to a
Rotary. I will appreciate it as long as I
special fund which went to the Foundalive,and I love every one of you. Rotary
tion headquarters in Evanston, Ill.,
has meant an awful lot to me for a lot of
with the request that one of the highlyyears."
coveted Paul Harris Fellcnvships be
+++
established in Ronald's name.
He then recalled how he became a
+++
Rotarian in 1926, only two years after
At 8:30 last Saturday morning, 13
Fire destroyed the home and contents
the Murray club was chartered. His
members of the club crowded into
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie-Reed yesterday
father, the late J. H. Churchill, was an
Room 205 at the hospital to present the
morning.
early member of the club, although he
Fellowship - a certificate, medallion
Wayne Flora, sheriff of Calloway
remained an active member for only a
and a lapel pin -to Ronald, seated by
County, was elected first vice president
couple years, turning his membership
the window in crisp, blue pajamas and
of the Kentucky Sheriffs Association at
over to his young son, Ronald.
with a gold blanket across his lap.
the meeting held at Louisville.
"You
would
have
to
have
known
my
In the group were Prentice Lassiter,
Deaths reported include Frank
father to appreciate this," he said,"but
Max Hurt, L. J. Hortin, Charles
Starks.
when
he
turnelikhat
membership
over
Eldridge, Dr. 0. C. Wells, T. Waldrop,
A new Hammond organ has been in
to me,he said,'Novi,if you eat the food,
Holmes Ellis, Nat Ryan Hughes, Guy
stalled it the Memorial Baptist Church,
you'll
have to pay+
'for
++
it."'
Billington, Charlie Bondurant, Forrest
according to the Rev. Wendell Rone,
Priddy, Tommy Walker, Club,
Iftssi.:___
Their'et,&Tam -Meted
' The Rev. Bonen Key is the pastor of
Ronald's chair so Murray Ledger &
Also along were two close and
the Ledbetter Baptist Church.
Times reporter Debbie Lee could get a
specially-invited friends of many years,
"Rudolph Thurman is proud of the
picture. One by one the fellows then filStanford and Carnie Andrus,and one of
decorations on his store. Put them up
ed by to speak briefly with their good
his two daughters, Martha (Mrs. John)
night before last," from the column,
friend before taking their leave.
Imes of Almo. The other daughter, Min"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
Within
the
hour
the
annual
Rotary
nie Lee,is Tommy's mother.
James C. Williams.
Christmas parade - something in
Mrs. Churchill - Rebecca, as we
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
which
Ronald
always had an active
know her, and his inseparable compa"The Man On the Eiffel Tower" with
part
was forming twe blocks away on
nion of more than half a century Chrles Laughton, Franchot Tone,
Main Street for its move downtown.
would have been there; too, had she
Burgess Meredith,and Robert Hutton.
From his chair by the window, Ronald
been able. She is confined to their home
could hear the sirens and the band
on Cardinal Drive following a stroke,
music.
suffered some two years ago.
He had been president of the club
Ronald was quite taken by surprise
once himself - as well as president of
by it all.
By The Associated Press
the Chamber of Commerce and held a
As Forrest, the club's Foundation
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 9, the 349th
dozen
or
more
other
important
civic
committee chairman, read the citation
day of 1980. There are 22 days left in the
posts-and he fully appreciated all the
in a voice trembling with the emotion of
year.
work
David
Graham, David King and
the moment, Ronald removed his
Today's highlight in history:
their
helpers had put into the parade
glasses, and, bowing his head, covered
On Dec.9, 1540, British troops opened
project'.
his eyes .(iith his left hand. He was
their first big offensive in North Africa
He would have given anything to have
visibly and deeply touched.
during World War II.
been out there helping move the parade
As he was handed the gold medallion
-On this date:
along as he has been so many years in
o In 1905, the separation of church and
the past, but this year he could only
state was decreed in France.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
watch.
In 1944, Allied troops cracked GerEditorials, columns and other
And that's hard to do - for a Paul
man defense lines near Aachen, Geropinionated articles on this page are
Harris Fellow.
many,during World War II.
presented for the purpose of
In 1958, Robert Welch Jr. and 11
providing a forum for the free
others-formed a political organization
exchange of differing opinions.
they named the John Birch Society.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Ten years ago: President Richard
Times strongly believe that to limit
Nixon said the U.S. would resume bomoninionated articles to only those
By Ken Wolf
bing North Vietnam if the Communists
whith parallel the editorial
Tolerance of the diversity may be a
stepped up the South Vietnamese war.
philosophy of this newspaper would
good thing, if not always a strictly raFive years ago: The death toll was
be a disservice to our readers.
tional one. Long before our present
put at 160 in two days as fighting
Therefore, we encourage readers
public concern with pollution of various
between Moslems and Christians in
who do not agree with an editorial
sorts, the philosopher George Boas
Beirut, Lebanon.
stand or the ideas presented by an
wrote,in The Limits of Reason (1961):
One year ago: Iran backed down
Individual writer in a column or
The one pervasive trait of
from its threat of a quick trial for the
other article, to respond with their
• Americans is a kind of
feelings on the particular issues
American hostages while it turned its
• tolerance...of diversity. The
being 'discussed with a letter to the
attention to increasingly rebellibus
number of automobiles and
editor.
minorities in that country.
•
telephones far exceeds-the need
By the same token, if an issue has
Today's birthdays: House Speaker
for them and most have become a
not been discussed on this page and
Tip O'Neill is 68. Actor Kirk Douglas is
nuisance, the former a hazard to
a reader feels that the issue merits
64. Actor Douglas Fairbanks Jr. is 71.
life, the latter to tranquillity.
the attention of the general public.
Singer Donny Osmond s 23.
Boas used the example of too many
We welcome a letter to the editor or
Thought for today: The conunon
cars'und too many phones as evidence
an authored article on whatever that
curse of.mankind: folly and ignorance.
of "our failure to superimpose the
- William Shakespeare, English
topic might be.
world of logic upon the world of history
playwright(1564-1616
hnd make the two fit..."

30 Years Ago

Today In History

Thoughts
In Season
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By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If money were no object and
you could have the most technologically advanced house
built to order, what would it
look lake and what features
would it have'
One answer to this intriguing
question was provided recently
when a demonstration house
opened to visitors in Green-
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THIS MULTI-LEVEL VACATION home combines individual privacy with an open, carefree plan for group living.
Each of the three bedrooms is placed on its own separate
level, with its own full bath, completely apart from the main
portion of the house. Plan HAI 180H has 930 square feet on
the main and lower levels and 533 square feet on the mid and
upper levels. For more information, write — enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Homes for Living,
107-40 Queens Blvd., Forest Hills, N.Y. I 1375.
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These days, it's smart to rent_ what you need to do
hundreds of things — like sanding floors, stripping
woodwork, adding a room to your home, painting and
wallpapering, removing tile, and insulating
Renting saves you the expense of buying, and when
you rent you pay only a small charge for the time the
item is In your possession.
Get those at-home chores done the easy. econom•
Ica! way.
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insulation, according to Edison Electric Institute.
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time, here are a
Next, make sure your
few of the smartest ways to house has properly fitted
do it.
storm windows and that all
To start with. make sure air leaks are sealed.
your home has the right aLast, but certainly not
mount of insulation in walls. least.catch trouble before it
ceilings and 11(x)rs. Insulation begins. No matter how carecan-pay for itself in reduced ful you are to get the hest
heating and cooling bills. It heating system for your
takes at least twice as much home. it won't serve you well
electricity or any other fuel) unless it's installed correctly
to heat an uninsulated home. and in go4.xl working order.
The electric industry'
s:All:,
.Yit.1.5P-Y9.14 klitxc S4471.ctac01-.....
lines"" for

existing homes

IlUY

EA.
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thickness and it can be a

simple do-it-yourself job.
Adding exterior wall insulation is a task best done by an
expert contractor. The money you save on future heating
and cooling bills can far

25% Off
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are strong

face
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exceed the cost of adding

helping to ease the energy

is the attic - where there
'
s

issocia ted Press
sday, Dec. 9, the 344th
re are 22 days left in the

(Leaky faucets, balky toilet
tanks, noisy pipes and tank
condensation are among the
subjects discussed in Andy
's booklet, "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs," which can
be obtained by sending 50 cents
and a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual curry
spondence cannot be undertaken.:

crisis and want to save money

Generally, the best and

THE "NC/OHCM"
BY CASABLANCA FAN
COMPANY

Q. — I know that you should
never substitute a fuse with a
higher rating for one that has
blown. Can you tell me why'
The reason is that the 15-amp
fuse on the circuit that controls
our washing machine sometimes blows when the machine
starts. Wouldn't it be all right,
if we used a 28-amp fuse?
A. — No. A 20-amp fuse
might not blow under the circumstances, but you would be
losing part of your protection.
A 15-amp fuse is designed to
blow before the wires get too
hot, whereas a 20-amp might
not do so and you would risk a
fire. Try using a time-clelay 15amp fuse, which will take care
of the starting-up surge of electrity.

fur automatic switchover fron.
one system to another, depend mg on the amount of power
available in each system An
other computer, with terminal,
in-the family room, kitchen and
master bedroom, also provide,
entertainment and informatio:
retention and retrieval
The free-flowing interior
spaces in the house -- designed
by Berkus Group Architects of
Santa Barbara, Calif - ari
also a reflection of the way
Americans are beginning ti
live, according to architect
Barry Berkus There are fewer
partitions than in traditional
houses Theliving room, duune
area, library and entryway
flow into one another in a usi
of space that emphasizes achy:
ty areas rather than separate
formal rooms
The master suite is arranged
as a multi-use space that
more than a bedroom.
"It is an adult retreat with
facilities for sleep, rest, work
media and a bathroom that
functions also as a spa." said
Berkus.

The water in the tubes is
warmed by the sun during the
day At night, the solar-heated
water in the slender storage
tanks radiate the heat back
into the living spaces
An 18-foot-tall hollow column
in the living room captures solar heated air tom the top of
the greenhouse and then transmits the heat downward to
rooms on lower floors
Throughout the house, heat
retentive material, such as
slate floors, have been used
These dense materials soak up
heat during the day and then
gradually release it at night In
addition, thick insulation and
insulating window coverings
keep heat inside or outside in
summer, instead of letting it
seep through walls and windows. A computer monitors
energy performance and controls all aspects of the house's
mechanical and solar systems
The computer, for example, activates motorized insulated
shades for the large window
areas and skylights It provides

at the same

unheated basements.

753-8201

probably is waterbound, not
permitting steam to enter it.
To get out the water, tilt the
radiator very carefully about
one inch, putting wooden blocks
under the legs on the opposite
side from the bottom valve.
This will allow the water in the
radiator to flow back to the
boiler, permitting steam to take
its place and heat the radiator.
If, during your testing, the side
valve proves to be defective,
buy a new one, doublechecking
to be Sure the bottom valve is
shut off. While at the store,
have the dealer explain the advantages of the so-called adjustable valves so you can determine whether you need one.

distribute the heat, includes 640
feet of traditional copper solar
collectors plus another ISO
square feet of photovoltaic cells
which generate electricity
directly from the sun The
photovoltaic system is at
present too costly for most residential use, but according to its
manufacturer, Solarex Corp. it
should be economically feasible
for home installation by 1986
Another new iciea takera disadvantage and turns it into an
advantage A heat pump serves
as the backup for the. solar systeni and a heat exchanger has
been installed to transfer the
heat generated by the pump's
hot refrigerant gases to the domestic hot-water storage tank
This reduces the energy
neeeded for hot water while at
the same tune reducing the
load on the outdoor condenser
unit of the heat pump
Among the passive solar systems is a solar-water "wall" installed on the south side of the
louse The wall is made of 12inch-diameter water-filled cupper tubes

two children for whom the
home has been furnished
The old is a venerable New
England building technique a
roof line that dips almost to the
ground on the cold, north-facing
side while the south side is
open to the warming rays of
the sun
Just under 800 square feet,.of
active solar collectors are installed on the south side of the
house, as are large picture windows and a greenhouse through
which the sun's rays stream in
a passive system Solar energy
will supply 65 percent or inure
of heating and hot-water needs
More than 20 companies contributed their best ideas and
latest products to the house
which was commissioned and
paid for by the Copper Lievelopment Association as a showcase
for copper products
One of the most interesting
aspects of the home is that
multiple methods are employed
for generating, collecting, storing and distributing the sun's
energy. The active system,
which uses punips and fans to

Ask Your Electric Utility
For A Copy Of
"All Weather Comfort
Guidelines"

over vented

200 E. Main

History

Q. — We have steam heat
with the old-fashioned, standup
radiators, One of the radiators
does not get hot. What could be
the trouble?
A. — The radiator is probably airbound or waterbound.
First, however, be certain that
the shutoff valve at the bottom
of the radiator is turned on all
the way. If it is and the radiator still does not heat, turn off
the same valve completely.
Now remove the higher-up
valve at one end of the radiator
opposite the shut-off valve. It
comes off by screwing it counterclockwise. Soak it in washing
soda and water for about half
an hour. Put it back on the
radiator and turn on the bottom
valve.
If the heat is on and the radiator does not get hot, shut off
the bottom valve and try the
side valve on another radiator
that you are sure works being
certain that, before doing this,
you shut off the bottom valve.
Once the side valve is installed,
turn on the bottom valve. If the
radiator gets hot, the valve - is
okay and the troubled radiator

4omf'tntjOuiJe-
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I have to do some work
on the piping above the bathtub
in our downstairs bathroom.
The wall has plastic tile on it
and 1 would hate to have to cut
into the wall Does a plumber
have a special way of getting
at the pipes behind the wall?
A. - In nearly all cases,
there is access to the behindthe-wall area through a removable panel. In fact, many
building codes call for such access. In my house, the panel is
in a clothes closet in an adjacent room. Since it is painted
the same color as the closet
wall, you would never notice it
unless you looked for it. If
there is no such panel, you will
have to decide whether to
break into the bathroom wall or
into the wall behind the bathroom.

If you're really serious about

NEED It? RENT IT!...and Save!

d the home and contents
. Willie-Reed yesterday

wick Conn The house, a handsome contemporary with a rustic feeling, makes use of old as
well as new energy-savings
methods
The new is seen in multiple
active and passive solar-energy
systems and the two home
computers that run the energy
systems and provide information and entertainment for the
hypothetical mother, father and

rar
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A House That Combines Old 6 New
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plan to use it.

hardboard. which .are
laminated
with DuPont
Tedlar, a polyvinyl film
that

won't

blister,

. „

$449

peel,

crock or erase.

81.1,Y1108 I SAVE 57 27 IA

The most interesting thing
about all of these energysaving measures is that they
would all be worthwhile in
terms of money saved, even
if there were no fuel shortage.
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Free Throws, Breakaways Key MSU In OT

Fragile Five Flirts With Danger
From AP,Staff, WNBS
Reports
MONROE, La. — Murray
State's fragile five flirted with
danger again last night before
guard Lamont Sleets helped
save a 67-59 overtime win over
Northeast Louisiana by hitting
four free throws when the
Racers had to have them.

before he could get close
enough for the sure layup, he
hit the two free throws for a 5955 lead with 1:50 remaining.
Forward Kenney Hammonds,
the Racers' leading scorer
with 18 points, put the capper
on the win by breaking free for
a driving stuff and a 61-55 lead
seconds later.

The first two came with 2:14
left in regulation and gave the
Raacers their final two points
of the period and a 51-49 lead.
But the most important and
final two came on a gamebreaking play when Sleets
outraced. the Northeast
defense on a fullcourt clearout
by the MSU offense and a
bomb on the inbounds pass
from forward Glen Green.

Forward Walt, Davis had
made a layup with 2:13 left to
give Murray State the lead at
57-55. The score was 51-51 at
the end of regulation time, and
Northeast took its only lead
when forward Terry Martin
hit a 15-foot field goal for the
first basket of the overtime
period.

Although Sleets was fouled

Northeast had sent the
game into the extra period
when Terry Martin followed

his own shot (ruin 20 feet with
just under a minute left. The
Racers held the ball for the
final shot when Green's attempt from the corner and
successive tips would not fall.
"I thought we were v.erv
courageous to come back in
overtime," Murray State
coach Ron Greene said. "I
was proud of the way we led
the whole game ( in regulation) and never gave them the
lead.
"I thought if we had been
able to hit our free throws, we
could have won in regulation
and not had to play an overtime.
"Northeast Louisiana
i which outrebounded Murray
State, 42-361 had a very
physical team. They will be
hard to reckon with later in

the season."
The Racers had held control
of almost the entire first 40
minutes, leading by as much
as nine points at 24-15 and 4031.

But Northeast Louisiana
kept whittling away at the
MSU lead as Donald Wilson,
the high scorer for the game
with 23 points, took charge of
the offensive boards. Wilson
also shared top rebounding
with teammate Gerald Morris
at 11 apiece.
With Green and guard Jerry
Smith running into foul trouble and the Racers trying to
counter Northeast's size, the
four-to-score offense went into
effect in the final minutes of
regulation and throughout the
overtime.

With Davis making ke:
passes as Green broke free oi
one of his cuts through the
middle and later hitting the
go-ahead basket, the Racer:
began to widen their lea(
again in the closing minutes.
Hammonds and Green add
ed two more free throws, hit
ting the front ends of theii
respective
one-and-ones
before Smith's pair pushed the
lead to 65-59 and Green gut the
final two on a tip at the buzzer
Northeast, 0-4, was outsho
from the field by 52 to 38 ant
made only seven foul shot!
while Murray State hit 15 of 2:
free throws.
Murray, after winning itn
third game in a row against_
one loss, will be at Arkansan
State Wednesday night for a
7:30 p.m. game.

Fulton City Pays Price By 89-22 Final

Murray Girls Write Own Ticket To Romp
By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
It was apparent from the
opening moments of their
game last night that the Murray girls could write their own
ticket against visiting Fulton
City.

**Ore

PICKING THEIR BEST SPOT — Murray's Monica Greene (above picture)_and Tanya
Alexander(below)shoot from almost the exact same place on the baseline as they led
the lady Tigers in scoring with 15 and 17 points, respectively.
Photos BN Ste"- Etiq ker

.'

Copier on
the blink?

Better see the new --ve-y
reliable-- A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted" features of machines costing 5055 more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17 copies.
copy both sides, and use
most any kind of paper including overhead transparencies and ?abets

-

Call us today

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247 5912

Irons participating on the
same team during summer
league play.
The conference said that
during the summer league,
McCormick and Wray participated on the same league
team on two occasions.
Mosley.. ary,1
ticipateci on the same league
team on two occasions, according to the spokesman.
Reese is a 6-foot-3 senior
guard from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
Wray a 6-8 senior center from
Hickman, Ky., McCormick a
6-10 junior forward from Ottawa, Ill., and and Mosley a 610 junior center from Flint,
Mich. Reese, Wray and McCormick were starters for the
Hilltoppers.
The four will miss Tuesday
night's game at Dayton and
Saturday night's game at
Bowling Green when the
Hilltoppers host Evansville.

Fulton payed the price of
that ticket, losing 89-22.
The Tigers used a fullcourt
press to fluster the young
. visitors and race to a 16-4 lead
midway through the opening
period.
As it became evident that
the Bulldogs were no match
for his squad, Murray head
coach Rick Fisher called off
the press and began to
substitute freely.
Nevertheless, nothing could
prevent what became little
Murray sophomore Monica
more than a practice session Greene, playing the finest
for the Tigers.
game of her brief varsity
"You hate to beat someone career, scored 13 of her 15
like that," Fisher said, points in the first quarter as
"because you would not want most of her points came on the
to get beat that way yourself. inside.
Still, you cannot ask the girls
Greene also pulled down 14
to stop playing.
rebounds as the taller Murray
"Fulton City at tiint.s had front line did as it pleased._

$7.00 off.

Kansas Romps
Past Morehead
By The Associated Press
Kansas guard Darnell
Valentine pumped in 20 points
to pace the Jayhawks to an
_easy 90'-56 victory over
previously
unbeaten
Morehead State in college
basketball action.
In other games Monday
'night involving Kentucky
schools, Murray State downed
Northeast Louisiana 67-59 in
overtime, Campbellsville
blasted Bellarmine 95-87,
Cumberland ripped Union 7756 and Pikeville nipped Clinch
Valley 65-63.
The 34-point victory margin
was the largest this season for
Kansas, which now has ;on
four straight games.
The Jayhawks, who took the
lead in Ow first minute of play
'fm the.game
•
home i ourt, led by •a
score of 46-30 at the half and
by as many as 37 points in the
second half.

Even with Fisher calling off
the demoralizing Murray
press, the Tigers had moved
ahead, 28-4, by the end of the
first quarter.
Murray forced 11 Bulldog
turnoveN in the first four
minutes as_the visitors simply
could not cope with tha defensive pressure applied by the
Tigers.
Fulton City finished the
game shooting just 13 percent
from the field, while the swarming Tiger defense forced the
Bulldogs into 42 turnovers.

The other members of that
"We have still got a long freshmen to a 54-47 win over
line, Tanya Alexander and way to go. We have plenty of Fulton City.
Kim Tharpe, underscored the good competition waiting for
Andy Parks added 12 points
Murray dominance as they us in the future. We play and Tommy Wagner, Rodney
scored 17 and 15 points, Lowes at Lowes Thursday Dunn and Jeff Downy had
respectively. Tharpe, also a night.
eight apiece as Murray raised
sophomore, added 12 re"It has been a while since its record to 1-2.
bounds.
we have beaten them."
After leading by one point,
The new front line, an exMurray (89) — Tonya Alex- at 15-14, at the end of the first
periment by Fisher, showed ander 8 1-3 17; Monica Greene quarter,the Tigers came alive
signs of working well together. 7 1-3 15; Kim Tharpe 6 3-7 15; to jump out to a 33-24 halftime
According to the Murray Candy Jackson 11-2 3; Velvet lead. Boggess's eight second
coach, he will continue to go Jones 2 0-0 4; Lynette Thomp- period points paced the Murwith them as long as they do son 1 1-2 3; Glenda Fox 2 0-1 4; ray scoring burst.
the job.
Jann Washer 2 3-4 7; Donna
The Bulldogs pulled to
Along with the ease of the Rousse 1 2-2 4; Jodi Martin 20- within five points several
victory and the final margin 0 4; Natalie Garfield 2 4-6 8; times in the second half, but,
came the chance for Fisher to Laurie Morgan 1 0-02; Raysha led by the free throw shooting
play all 16 players on the Roberts 1 0-2 2; Connie Spann of Dunn, Murray held off the
team.
0 1-2 1; Edwina Key 0 0-0 0; late Fulton City threat.
. Fourteen Tigers broke into Mel Kelly 00-0 O. 36 17-35 89.
Murray (54) — Mark Bogthe scoring column as SeVeral
Fulton City (22) — Debbie gess 8 1-3 17; Tommy Wagner
players gained their first var- Butts 0 3-6 3; Susie Ray 1 7-10 4 0-2 8; Andy Parks 5 2-2 12;
sity experience.
9; Melody Bagby 0 0-1 0; Angie Jeff Downy 2 4-6 8; Trevor
"The only good thing about Whitesell 2 2-5 6; Dorothy Mathis 01-4 1; Rodney Dunn 1
a game like this is that you get Macklin 1 0-2 2; Bernadine 6-9 8. 20 14-2654.
a chance to play a lot of peo- Taylor 0 2-2 2; Pat Halley 0 0-1
Fulton City (47) — Tibbs 25ple," Fisher said."Everybody O. 4 14-27 22.
5 9; Clower 5 4-5 14; Hutchinplayed for us and only two did Murray
28 16 25 20 — 89. son 3 0-0 6; Caldwell 9 0-118;
not score. Anytime you can do Fulton City 4 5 4 9 — 22. Douglas 0 0-1 O. 19 9-12 47.
that, it is a benefit."
Mark Boggess scored 17 Murray
15 18 11 12-54,
The Tigers continued to points to pace the Murray Fulton City 14 10 9 14 — 47.
6cusg_61,y0046..ttie_gAnot
gressed, taking a 44-9 lead at
the half.
With Alexander and Tharpe
working well inside and
several new faces contributing from the outside, the
After trailing 21-18 at eback, but was concerned
game turned into a bonafide halftime, the Calloway County about his team's free throw
laugher in the final half. Middle School boys team shooting.
Murray led 69-13 at the third outscored North Marshall, 10- Calloway Co.. 10 8 10 9 — 37
stop and traded free throws 3, in the third quarter on the No. Marshall. 11 10 3 9-33
with the visitors in the final way to a 37-33 win last night.
Calloway County (37) —
period on the way to evening
Calloway's Frank Wise had Frank Wise 12, Todd Contri 10,
its record at 1-1.
11 rebounds and Brad Skinner J.W. Foster 6, John Mark
"I have never experienced a 10 as the Lakers outrebounded Potts 5 Brad Skinner 4.
game like this before," Fisher North Marshall, 38-23. Skinner
North Marshall (33) —
•sruileel,..'We•would-have•hked - • and .Todd Contri- added -four•'Barry''Ontleen' ''Wadr
to have had a little better com- and three steals, respectively.
Gillespie 9, Stacy Dowell 5,
petition at this point in the
Laker coach Burch Kinsolv- Jeff Parker 2, Brett Tarimer
season but we still need to win. ing was pleased with the corn- 2, Derek Riley 2.

Third Quarter Lifts Calloway
Over North Marshall, 37-33 ,

Four WKU Players Given
Two-Game Suspensions
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
AP — A two-game suspension has been handed down on
four Western
Kentucky
University basketball players
by the Compliance Committee
'Of the Ohio Valley Conference.
A spokesman for -the cornnuttee said the four are Mike
Ileese. 111NWray,
Corrnick and Alex 'Mosley.
The suspensions were the
result of improper participation in a summer basketball
league in Nashville.
The OVC committe said the
four players improperly participated in the Music City
Summer Basketball.League in
Nashville. The two-game loss
of eligibility for each was
ordered to take effect immediately.
A spokesman for the committee said the _NCAA rules
prohibit more than one enrolled student from the same college. with remaining eligibility.

three freshmen on the floor, so
you know they are inexperienced. Even when we putour second and third strings
in, we could not stop the score
from running up."
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Joins Past ND Coaches In Hall Of Fame
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By WILL GR MULE Y
AP Special Correspondent
Ara Parseghian follows the
footsteps of Harper, Rockne
and Leahy into college football's Hall of Fame tonight
and adds a new glow to the
golden dome of Notre Dame

alarthel big u‘,atIon there -- a
pep rally in the snow.
-Notre Dame warmth
melted tlie snow."
That, according to Moose,
wasn't eiitii-ely the end of coinplications.
"We had a great Notre
Dame supporter in Chicago
named Hughie Mulligan,"
Moose continued. "He had no
education but was a success in
the asbestos business. He
wrote a strong letter of protest, saying,'Why do we have
to hire a Presbyterian Protespoints in the balloting. The tant? Why can't you get a good
Irish, who were ranked 13th Irish coach?"
last week, received 539 points
Parseghian proceeded to get
- 12 more than the Tar Heels, off toe flying start. - -who also were ranked 10th last
Krause got another letter
week, but were surprised by from Mulligan, saying,
Wake Forest in the finals of -Parseghian seems okay the Big Four tournament last maybe we can convert him the
weekend.
way we did Knute Rockne."
Louisville's play continued
"I told him if Parseghian
to be one of the biggest sur- keeps going like he is he might
prises of the season. The Car- convert all of us," Krause
dinals are winless in three related with a deep-seated
games and unranked follow- laugh, at a Monday luncheon
ing their most recent losses to for honorees of the National
Tulsa and Oklahoma State.
Football Foundation and Hall
Louisiana State headed the of Fame in New York,
Second 10 and was folioWed by
Parseghian, Krause says,
Texas A&M, Wake Forest, measures up to the tradition of
Missouri, Arizona State, Iowa, previous Notre Dame Hall of
Arkansas, Michigan, Brigham Fame coaches - Jesse
Young and Syracuse.
Harper (1913-17), the great
"It was December 1963,
dead of winter. I introduced
Ara to the student body at a
basketball game and he got a
20-minute ovation. He wanted
to meet the Seniors so we went
()vet in a per rally. He got

By TOM CANA VAN
be voted No.1 by your group.
Associated Press Writer
But not this week.
NEW YORK ( AP ) - KenDePaul. 3..0, collected 32 of
tucky Coach Joe B. Hall is 58 first-place votes and got the
willing to wait for No.1, but the nod as the nation's No.1 team
way his Wildcats played last from a nationwide panel of
week, he may not have to wait sports writers and broadlong.
casters with 1,128 points. KenDePaul, Kentucky, UCLA luny.. 3-0, was 24 points back
and Maryland retained the top after garnering 20 first-place
four positions in The votes.
Associated Press college
Last week.DePaul held a 38basketball poll Monday as
15 advantage in first-place
defending national champion
votes and had 1,171 points to
Louisville, reeling from three
Kentucky's 1,085.
straight losses, fell from the
UCLA,an easy winner over
ranks of the Top 20.
But the story last week was St. Mary's. Calif., last week.
Kentucky. The Wildcats grabbed three first-place
posted an impressive 70-64 vic- votes and 1,002 points.
Maryland got one No.1 vote
tory over then ninth-ranked
Ohio State and came back and 967 points in keeping the
three days later to edge No.5 No.4 position.
Oregon State and Virginia
Indiana 68-66.
"Being No.2 instead of No.1 each moved up a notch, taking
really doesn't make a whole over the fail and sixth posi*lot of difference," Hall said in tions in the poll, respectively.
a telephone interview. "Right The Beavers, 3-0, got one first
now, I'm more worried about place vote and 883 points, By
HERSCHEL NISSENSON
playing Kansas this weekend. while the Cavaliers captured
AP Sports Writer
It's a long season and this one No.1 nod and 847 points.
team is going to win a few that
The Georgia Bulldogs are
Indiana slipped to No.7 with
it shouldn't and lose a few they 769 points, while Ohio State, the No.1 team in the country in
should win.
Notre Dame and North today's Associated Press final
"We're a good team," added Carolina rounded out the Tap regular-season college footHall. "Maybe some day we'll 10. The Buckeyes collected 621 ball poll but their anticipated

Hotline , 1918-30 and Frank
LeaM ( 1941-43,'46-53i.
'It takes a special kind of
persan to coach at Notre
Dame," lie added. -There has
been a national character and
a kind of mystique to the
school ever since we beat a
great Army team at West
Point in 1913. Harper was the
coach and Recline, the captain, was on the reveiving end
of forward passes thrown by
Gus Dorais in a 45-13 victory.
-The upset astonished the
football world. Until then,
Notre Dame had always been
just 'a little school in Indiana.'
Now it had the whole country
talking. And it popularized the
forward pass."
Rockne became head coach
in 1918 and continued through
the 1930 season when Krause,
a 6-foot-3, 200-pound tackle
and a kid from Chicago's
tough South Side, enrolled as a
freshman.
"Everybody looked upon
Rockne as a God - I was in
awe of him,"said Krause,now
67 and preparing to retire Jan.
1 from the AD post he has held
for 32 years. An All-American
in football and basketball and
a javelin thrower in track, he
himself is a Fighting Irish
legend.

College Scores
By The kamilmted Pre.
FAST
AlliC1101,14 Ii 141, Gettysburg A
Catlin& U 7a, Harvard A
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I am Island U 51.1W I".0 7I
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PA 79. baba.. Pa 64
Ibilosi Mon-Elk Colgate A
ToWNINISt1,. W UAW,Si 67
Wagner at Southampton 61
au TH
tioniwithain 1,7 Itasa,Artingun 54
AkoniM 72.1lowas d 1 A
Aden,7..
17,1,6
I A iipta-11
lio,1,13,41 7.1 Marasoll 73 2(11 '
E Carolina 7.6 Miss at
Motiemetht Si Wakete. MAW
%Milli., M.
I la 73
Murray St.6i,NE low/maim A Ill'
NW I AWAIlla A.1
.41 70
Southern U 77.S.Cionlina SI 75.4/1
Wake Eunst 110,.1,thillarroll
MIDAFIfF
Bowling Greeh 61.41 AEA 47
Cent. %Meow W.Valparaiso 64
Creighton 64,SI I otos 5;
IlePaul 0. N.Ilbnon
Kansas 90. Morehtod St :44.
n918. Air.,644
Purdut- fr2, AAA 6 I
W Milligan 84. Grad Valk,
Wichita SI 8U, I asselleacti st
%AMY,Ohl°
SIPLTHWENT
Rice 77, AngeloSt A
Texas A&M 75.San 1 loud,. SI A
Texas Southern 77. IF got..liaplIA
Texas Tech 67,I aill.SWIS '134.11(
Tulsa 72,Oral Rdmits69
FAR WEST
ArisOne SI. W.Kansas St 61
Cadmus 81. U. ofSan Diego 56
Colorado 74,St. Francon
Denver A., N.Colorack.47
Idaho 70 US Intl 56
Illinois St 84 Pepperdinc 72
Oklahoma SI. 79. Colorado A 64
Oregon St. 102, Portland St. 58
Pacific L' 65,S Dakota SI A
Portland 71. E.Montana Ii6

Bulldogs Stay N.1 In Final Poll

Murray Holds Off Mayfield
Playing more unified than it
had in its opening loss to
Calloway County,according to
coach Scott Durham, Murray
Middle School held off
Mayfield, 36-34. at Mayfield
last night,
The Tigers moved out to a
nine-point before holding off (the Cardinals in the final'
minutes.
"Our guys never gave up,"
Durham said. "They started
playing more as a team than
'they did in the first game

"We used a tat of different
players, and eventually we
wore them down. Everybody
wanted to achieve one goal
tonight."
Center Jamie Johnson was
the main cog for the Tigers,
scoring 15 points and grabbing
12 rebounds. Mike Wilkens
and Jay Wells each scored
eight points while Paul Dailey
had nine rebounds.
Wells hit fourfeee throws in
the final quarter'to help Murray stave off Mayfield.

l'he Calloway County Middle School girls team fell
behind by 15 points, 23-8, by
halftime before dropping a 3720 game to North Marshall
last night.
•
Terri Malcolm *and Lisa
Hopper shared scoring honors
....19.r..
apiece.
•

Calloway Co... 4 4 4 8-20
No. Marshall. 10 13 6 8-37
Calloway County (20) Terri Malcolm 6, Lisa Hopper
6, Tracy Eldridge 3, Jill
Thornton 2, Rhonda Lee 2, Lee
Ann Lockhart 1.
North Marshall (37) Laura Eaton 16, Beth Karnes
>Quay.
Stowe 5, Jennifer Harrell O.

Wilkens "told me to just go out
there and play."
With rookie starter Bill
Hanzlik, a 6-7 guard from
Notre Dame coping with foul
problems throughout the
game - the only NBA contest
Monday night - Hill wound up
with 10 points in 26 minutes the

Pass-Dribble- Shoot
Competition
December 13th
at
Murray
High School
Competition Begins At
9:00 A.M. For Boys
11:00 A.M. For Girls
Three Awards Given
For Each Of The
6 Age Classes
Speasort2 By Tlo• Mutruy Optenlist Club

national championship Sugar
Bowl shootout with Notre
Dame lost some of its glamor
over the weekend when the
Fighting Irish were beaten by
Southern California and fell from second place to seventh.
Georgia, the nation's only
unbeaten and untied team,has
been No.1 for five weeks and
undoubtedly will nail down its
first-ever national championship if it defeats Notre Dame
on Jan. 1. But the Bulldogs will
have plenty of challengers if
they lose.
Georgia (11-0) received 60 of
64 first-place ballots and 1,274
of a possible 1,280 points from
a nationwide panel of sports
writers and sportscasters.

Murray
6 513 12-36
Mayfield
6 6 11 11 -34
Murray (36) - Jamie
Johnson 15, Mark West 5, Mike
Wilkens 8, Jay Wells 8, Paul
Dailey 0, Dave Randolph 0,
Tim Glavin 0, Lance.Kendall
0, Mitch Grogan 0, Jimmy
Brannon 0, Rusty Wright 0,
Mayfield (34)
Carlise 9,
Conner 13, McClure 2, Snipes
While Notre Dame's 20-3
4, Puckett 6.
loss to Southern Cal knocked
Outscoring Mayfield 13-4 in the Irish out of the runnerup
the final quarter and 19-6 in spot they had held for three
the second .half, the Murray weeks, Orange Bowl:MUNI
Middle Schools girls team was Florida State jumped from
also a winner last night by a third place to second by
27-17 final.
defeating unranked Florida
Michelle Hounshell and 17-13 and finishing with a 10-1
Leslie Thompson paced the
Murray scoring with eight and
seven points, respectively.
Murray
6 2 6 13-27
Mayfield
4 7 2 4- 17
Murray (27)-Diana Ridley
2, Leslie Thompson 7, Kim
By FRED GOODALL
Greene 4, Sheri Smith 2, Ann
AP Sports Writer
Harcourt 4, Michelle HounMIAMI
AP ) - New
shell 8.
England free safety Tim Fox
Mayfield 117)- B. Jackson sat in front of his Orange Bowl
SaxSow401( •featiiriesa, r-'dressing --rataele-start-4r
West 3, K. Barnes 4.
disbelief.
Minutes before, the fiveyear veteran from Ohio State
had been beaten by Miami
wide receiver Duriel Harris on
a 54-yard pass play, which set
up Uwe von Schamann's 23yard field goal that gave the
Dolphins a 16-13 overtime vicsecond time he donned a Seat- tory over the Patriots in a
tle jersey.
nationally-televised game
More importantly, the Monday night.
former Atlanta Hawk and
Fox said he was at a loss for
Hanzlik combined to slow words to describe the play
down San Antonio's George where he and Harris raced
Gervin. Gervin scored a down the right sideline and
game-high 23 points, including leaped as the ball, thrown
eight in the final five minutes Miami rookie quarterback
when the Spurs reeled off 12 David Woodley, sailed toward
straight to leave the Sonic fans them.
•
•
gasping.
"I don't know what happenGervin sank 8 of 13 shots ed," said Fox, who took a
from the field, but he has been swipe at the ball as Harris
averaging more than 22 shots gathered it in at the New
and 29 points a game, No.3 in England 15-yard line. "I
the league.
thought I had a chance to
"You're not going to stop knock it down. It was an amazhim," said Hill, who was ing catch."
paired against Gervin many
Harris stumbled to the Sand
times when the two played in on the next play - at 3:20 of
the Eastern Conference. the extra period - von
"He's going to score. You just Schamann kicked his third
try to bother him."
field goal to cap the gameHarulik, pressed into a star- winning 6-play, 82-yard scorting role with Paul Westphal ing drive.
disabled by a stress fracture
-He just outjumped the
and Gus Williams sitting out a defensive back," said
contract dispute, said Hill Woodley, who added that he
"told me how he played ,him was counting on Harris' leaplast year. We forced him out ing ability to make the play
high. He's a smart player. work. -You've got to hope
He'll drop it inside."
When you've got a receiver
With their fourth straight like Duriel who can go up, you
victory raising them to .500, can hope."
the Sonics "are starting to
The victory was sweet
jell," Wilkens said. "1 thought revenge for the 7-7 Dolphins,
we got a little bit soft in the Who were beaten 34-0 at New
fourth quarter. We got into England on Oct. 12. The
foul trouble and became a lit- Patriots, 8-6, meanwhile, lost
tle tentative. You can't do that for the second straight time
against a team like San -An- and fell two games off the
tonio."
pace set by American Football

record. The Seminoles, ranked No. 2 for the first time ever,
received the other four firstplace votes and 1,208 points..
Pittsburgh, another 10-1
learn, climbed from fourth to
third with 1,127 points while
• Oklahoma ( 9-2), Florida
State's Orange Bowl opponent, went from fifth to fourth
with 1,027 points.
The USC-Notre Dame and
Florida State-Florida 'games
wrapped up the regular
season. The national championship will be decided
following the bowl games
when The AP releases its final
poll at 6:3p p.m., EST.-Saturday. Jan.1,1981.
Michigan 9-2t(
and Baylor
10-It each moved up one position to fifth and sixth with 947
and 914 points.
Then canie Notre Dame 91-11 with 860 points, followed
by Nebraska-Alabama_and
Penn State with 801, 800 and
644 points, respectively.
Nebraska and Alabama traded positions from last week.
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Bowling
Standings

Diller or Dollar
Bowling I eague
Team
Paradise Kennels
Phillipol'ishingCuude
29
lucky Strikes
28-a
Knicker Knot•kers
Go Getters
26
lions I nsurant
27,
lath Generals
21'
Public Ice Compam
5
HIGHTEAMt,CM3 SI
Go Getters
Phillips
Lucky Strikes
(h
HIGH TEAM
1lenerals
Phillips
Go Getters
HIGH TEAM SF:RIES St
Luck) Strikes
Go Getters
Knicker Knockers
HIGH TEAM SERIES III
Knicker Knockers
Lucky Strikes
I gdy Generals
HIGH IND GAME Si
Kas Garland
Lois Smith
Hilda Bennett
HIGH IND GAME HC
June Carlson
Kas Garland
Sath Sawyer
HIGH IND SERIES SC
loss Smith
Ann Green
Hilda Bennett
Pat Hesselrode
Jean Bland
HIGH IND SERIES He.
Ann Green
Sall!, Sawyer
Jean Bland
HIGH AVERAGES
Pat Hesselrode
lois Smith
Mars Harris
Ann Green
Hilda Bennett .
Sue tax
Kidi Garland
Mary butt
Jean Phillips
Jean Bland

18
19
19',
21
22
23
15
sir
640
614
847
843
839
1727
I;16
1700
2363
2354
2322
199
144
88
244
243
233
5.35
517
468
468
468
63.1
619
618
173
172

150
145
144
143
148
139

By The Assiesloi
Awed.= Cookies..
itW L T PM Pt
Buffalo
10 4
New England
1 6
Warmer
7 7
Moan
7 7
NY Jets
3 II
Cestni
Uessiond
10 4
714 .817
Haulm
9 5
.643 Zat
littalarogi
.571 314
6
UmworroU
5 9
..157 Ai
Wed
Oakland
9 5
643 OP
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5
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; 7
SA AA
!Camas 410
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Fast
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1
0 710, Ma
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4
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Y Giants
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kasha dual
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Detroit
7 . 0
3114
(t11,33/4,i
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7, 44 1 Art !Lr
Lancia Bay
5 8 1 Et1 244
Weld
Atlanta
11
3 0 786 3.ot
1.3116 Angel.
9 a 0 643 14.
San l'ranthscva 6 8 II 437* ,A7
New Orleans
II 14 0 000 24.7
Mondays Gain.
Miami 16, Nths England 13, OT
SatordA • Dec 13
• New York Giants 'at W/1511111441
Seattle at San [sego
Nundey, lie'. 14
Buffalo at Ness Engfiond
Cleveland at Minnesota
Ilacdon at Green Bay
Kansas City at hOstaarKh New *leans at New York .lets
7,0 LOW, at Philadelphia
San F1111/1333.0 at Atlanta
CuyAtinati at (..72aagt:
Miami at FlidniTlire
ChAland at
Tampa Bay at Detroit
Mosley, Dee IS
!SBA
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2.1!
111
_51
Ain
AI,
412
AI
S

104
21,
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Ii
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Transactions
By The Associated Pues
BASEBALL
National League
HOUSTON ASTROS—Traded Enos
Cabell third baseman, and a player to lie
named later 1011w San Francisco GionLs in
exchange for Rob Knepper, pitcher. and
Oris Ba.12)06, outfielder Shad Art Howe.
Infielder, to a three-year contract
DesiothatedJurum Sexton,for assugonont.
ST LOUIS CARDIN AIS— Acqw red
Bole Fusers and Bob Shrley. plc:term
Gene tenure. catchenfird baserovon. and a
minor lewd* player to belthemed later
Inirn the San Diego Padres in exchange for
Tens henneds and Slev e Smeller,catchers.
Mice Phdbps, infiekler.. and John tarrea.
Jib, 1 ittlefaeld. Al Olmsted and KIM
Sea nun. pitchers
SAN DIEGO PADRES—Sent Chuck
Baker, dertstop, to the Mainta Twin,
exchange ha Dave Eck/aid:sou/fielder.
!Ado-est League
CEDAR HAFIDS REDS—Named Ranth
[Woodson manager for the 1981 season
F'OOTBALL
National Fagan League
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Placed Chariot
GellY, offensive Unide, on injured reserve
Signed Ken Talton. annum bark
Canadian Football league
HAMII.TON TIGER-CATS- Released
John Payne, /Wad tlInCh, frelll
tontract

cou.sr-E
SAN DIEGO STATE—Named Doug
Scowl,head foothill ouch
WASHBUFLN—NameeGlenn Jumbos
ski,!mad fookall coach

-s6i-11161-rrit-o-

7

• •'
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NFL Standings

Conference East leader Buf- have to lose on the final day of pair of his own - from 27 and chin,g a time-consuming
10falo.
the season to San Francisco. 24 yards - to the score at 6 play, 78-yard drive
which
The Pats host the Bills next In the event of a tie, New after three quarters.
Woodley capped with an 8Sunday, but Monday night's England would win the diviTight end Russ Frances' yard scoring touchdown pass
game shattered their chances sion and an automatic playoff diving, juggling catch of a 38- which deflected off the
hand of
svi nning-.the -division-title.-•-berth-with-a-better.eonferenee- yard-tourhdown- pass•-trarri—tiglir End
record. •
outright.
Matt Cavanaugh, starting in grasp of wide receiver Nat
The Patriots, who have lost place of the injured Steve Moore in the end
New England could still
zone with
gain a tie for the crown, 13 in a row in Miami, used Grogan, gave New England a 2:28 ft:Igo.
however, by beating Buffalo second-period field goals of 23 13-7 lead with 12:55 left in the
"I thought Joe had it, then I
and then closing the season and 33 yards by John Smith to fourth quarter.
thought incompletion. I
take
halftime
a 6-0
with a victory at New Orleans.
lead. von
The Dolphins forced the couldn't believe it," said
Meanwhile, the Bills would Schamann responded with a overtime, however, by a lauri- Woodley."

°

ST COPY AVAILABLE

The Second Ten consists of
Ohio State, Southern Cal,
North Carolina, Brigham
Young, UCLA, Washington,
Mississippi State, South
Carolina, Southern Methodist
andMiamilFla 1
Last week, it was Ohio
State, North Carolina, BYU,
UCLA, Washington, Mississippi State, Southern Cal, South
Carolina,SMU and Miami.
new teams in
the final regular-season Tap
Twenty, although Southern
Cal's impressive triumph over
Notre Dame vaulted the Trojans from 17th place to 12th.
Bowtbound--- Top- Twenty
teams also include Pitt and
South Carolina in the Gator,
Michigan and Washington in
the Rose. Baylor and Alabama
in the Cotton, Nebraska and
Mississippi State in the Sun,
Penn State and Ohio State in
the Fiesta, North Carolina in
the Bluebonnet versus Texas), BYU and SMU in the Holiday and Miami in the Peach
( against Virginia Tech).

MSU Box

Fox In Disbelief After Being Beaten On 54-Yard Pass

Sonics Glad Hill To Have
Hill After Gervin Slowed

Boys and Girls
Join The Fun With

Fr*, Gift
Wrapping

pressure lie Was stepping DIM.

Hall Is Willing To Wait
For Kentucky To Be First

SEATTLE qkP: Armond
Hill says he's glad to be in
Seattle, and after a 104-99 National Basketball Association
victory Monday night over the
San Antonio Spurs, the SuperSonics are glad, too.
"I felt very comfortable,Hill said. Coach 1.enny

if

and to the cheeks of retiring
athletic director Edward W.
"Moose" Krause.
"I remember when Ara
came over to us to coach
from Northwestern," Krause
said. "He was really nervous,
frightened of the t radi t
arid

Laker Girls Fall Behind
Early In 37-20 Defeat

but was concerned
his team's free throw
ing.
way Co.. 10 8 10 9-37
larshall. 11 10 3 9-33
loway County (37) —
K Wise 12, Todd Contri 10,
Foster 6, John Mark
5, Brad Skinner 4.
"th Marshall (33) .
-13;-'Wade'"
;pie 9, Stacy Dowell 5,
Parker 2, Brett Tarisner
7ek Riley 2.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Parseghian Follows Footsteps

s
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To Paradise Power Plant

WA To End Non-Union Coal Shipments

COOKIE CONTEST WINNERS — Clara Bramley, assistant extension agent in food and
nutrition of the Calloway County Extension Office, presented ribbons to winners in a
cookie baking contest held at Carter Elementary School. The contest was part of a
third grade class nutrition unit. In photo, first row, form left, Amy Miller, Jessica Brannon, Traci Walker, Heath Ryan, Chris Hobbs. Second row, Gene Cook, Mary Ann
Todd, Ryan Malone. Alison Routt, Renee Roger. Third row, Tina Lane, Jen Brewer,
Tom Thurmond, Amy Parks, Beth McCallon, Mrs. Bramley.

State Committeeman Dies
Republican National Chair- in the Republican party is
man Bill Brock said, "We've quite serious," said former
lost a fine and decent man. Ed U.S. Sen. Thruston B. Morton
was a leader in the best sense of Kentucky.
Jefferson County Judge
of the word."
The announcment of his Mitch McConnell said Middeath stunned his long-time dleton was "the most important Republican during the
associates.
Former U.S. Sen. John Sher- last 22 years."
man Cooper of Kentucky said,
Middleton also devoted
"I am so sad. I consider him much of his time to the
one of the most honorable and University of Louisville,
straightforward men I have where he was a former chairknown in Kentucky."
man of the board of trustees.
U.S. Representative Gene He was instrumental in helpSnyder said he had lost his ing the school enter the state
hest political friend. Mid- university system in 1970.
dleton helped develop the
He was born in Louisville on
career of the Republican conJune 11, 1920, to Charles G.
gressman.
and Anita Middleton. He
"The loss of his leadership
graduated from the University of Virginia and earned his
law degree from the University of Louisville.
He was a member of the 4th
Marine Division in the Pacific
during World War II. Middleton, who went from private
to majqr by the time he left the
Licensed For
Corps in 1946, was wounded at
Commercial & Residential
Iwo Jima.
In 1942 he married Mary
Jane Lampton of Louisville,
who survives along with three
Murray Ky
children.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Edwin G. Middleton, the
Republican national committeeman from Kentucky, died
Monday of a heart attack. He
was 60.
Middleton, a lawyer, collapsed on a sidewalk at 10 a.m.
while on his walk to court at
the Hall of Justice. He was
taken to Jewish Hospital,
where he was pronounced
dead less than an hour later.
He was a senior member of
the Republican National Committee. He was elected to the
state's national committeeman in 1965 and won
another four-year term at the
Republican National Convention in Detroit last summer.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Call 436-2372
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DRAKESBORO, Ky. (AP) deliveries of non-union coal
- A federal judge said the because of the potential for
Tennessee Valley Authority violence.
has agreed to end shipments
-TVA, cooperating with the
of non-union coal to its court to avoid the risk of
violence, has agreed to do so,"
Paradise power plant.
U. S. District Judge James said the agency spokesman,
Gordon said the agreement Bruce Cadotte.
was made Monday "at my inLast summer, TVA cancellsistence." The TVA plant was ed its contract with Peabody
the site of violence when the Coal Co., whose workers are
first deliveries were made one UMW members, and awarded
contracts for 28 million tons of
week ago.
in coal to six small firms, five of
Gordon, contacted
Owensboro after his hearing them non-union.
Trouble broke out Nov. 30
there, said he also entered a
final injunction "against the when TVA accepted its first
30 to 40 people who were ar- deliveries of coal. Two men
rested up there last week in were arrested then and 37
connection with the distur- were locked up on misdemeanor charges during a
bances."
protest
He said the order is design- more intensive
ed to prevent anyone from at- between midnight Tuesday
tempting to stop TVA person- —and dawn Wednesday.
Approximately 70 state
nel from entering the plant.
"There were certain troopers dispersed a crowd of
workers who weren't involved about 500 that overflowed
in this dispute but they had to Drakesboro in the darkness
run a gauntlet to get to work," Wednesday morning.
As they did, bullets from a
the judge explained.
Gordon said the United Mine high-powered rifle shattered
Workers Union will be limited windshields and radiators and
to three informational pickets tore through the trucks haulat the plant until Dec. 10. After ing coal.
Raymond Burke, who spent
that time, the union can have
10 pickets, providing there 35 years in the mines before
have no disturbances, the retiring 12 years ago with
black lung disease, said there
judge added.
TVA, in a statement issued "was something like a shock"
from Knoxville, said federal in the coal fields when TVA
court had asked the utility "to decided to buy non-union coal
accepting for the 2.5 million kilowatt
refrain from

plant which, in its 18-year ty.
history, had always used
a
Dukes
Tommy
union coal.
Drakesboro miner,said TVA's
"That had an irritating ef- decision to use non-union coal
fect," said Burke, now 69. "is against the UMW."
"Union men out of work,some
Unemployed since Fies
facing payments they can't mine near Madisonville closed
make, were just bound to several months ago, Dukes
deeply resent what TVA did," said "TVA is wrong. Here they
said Burke, a resident of are ( using non-union coal) in a
Browder in Muhlenberg ('oun- county which has no scab

Nyft-

ready for immediate delivery!
save 5000 to 8000
For reading. wail hing TV. or just plain
relaxing, the so out hing omfort id they.
handsome !Than Allen Resins tam'
Recliners is hard ti. beat All effortlessly
adjust to restful positions for supreme
relaxation TWO Of them ruck as well'
Available in an attractive array of
durable fabrics. And they're im sale
now' Hurry over, settle in. and suet, h
out in one You won't want to leave
without it
A. Ethan Allen Restorrat• Recliner
Covered in textured nylon
reg 299 50sale

DL
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MAYFIELD, Ky. • AP) - said.
Police have identified the
Lyon County Coroner Larry
body of the third suspect in Oliver said Simmons died as
Saturday night's armed robb- the result of a self-inflicted
bery of a Lone Oak Pharmacy gunshot wound. But, he said it
as an Evansville, Ind., man, a has not been determined
state police spokesman said whether the shooting was acMonday.
cidental or suicide.
Trooper Richard Wright,
Simmons was shot shortly
public information officer for after the robbery as state
the Mayfield post, identified troopers approached the car
the man as Harry Ralph Sim- after stopping it near Edmons,36.
dyville on Interstate 24.
Simmons was found shot to
Connie English, 31, of
death in the back seat of a car Evansville, pleaded innocent
allegedly used as the getaway Monday in McCracken
car in the robbery, Wright District Court to a charge of
complicity in burglary and
was released on $5,000 bond
404pa
pending a preliminary hearing Jan.8, 1981.
acklUtwlings- 46;Chattanooga, Tenn., was expected
,S
-r,
to be transported Tuesday to
I4
114,,
Paducah from the Lyon County jail for formal arraignment.
Wright said about $100
worth of drugs were taken in
the robbery.

Ham
$189

Ii Ethan Allan Restocrat" Rocker
Recliner Cowred in vinyl Wings
and arms in dark brown Old Tavern
finish pine
mg 409 50 sale 329.50

Ethan Allen Restocrat•
Recliner. oymed in
durable nylon tweed

Per Pound

Plus postage IL Wrapping
Any where in the United
States. We guarantee safe
delivery. We will enclose our
special gift card with your
name in each gift. Or, if you
wish, we will enclose your
personal card.

•
•

•

225Lb.to 32511.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ire 0
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$1 3

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing

•
•
•
•
•

Reg. 389.50
Sole 299.00

loe

•

107 N. 3rd St.

Hours:

Phone 753-1601

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
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Open Daily
9 a.m. 'til 8 p.m. .
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LeatherChar_ Sale!
hand-crafted bp-grain leather upholstery!

•

Business
International
Machines Corp. will award
$200,000 over the next five
years to the University of Kentucky's engineering and
business-economics schools,
Dr. Otis A. Singletary, UK
president, said Monday in a
statement.
The bulk of the IBM grant —
$170,000 — will go to the
engineering school, he said.
T.A. Lassetter, general
manager of IBM's Lexington
plant, said the gift reflected
the company's gratitude for
UK's technical programs and
its "desire to provide support
for both UK students and
faculty."
Singletary said funds for the
college of engineering would
be spent to recruit both faculty
and graduate students interested in academic or industrial research.
The grant to the college of
business and economics, he
said, would fund summer
research by faculty.

Ellis, Clark
Reappointed To
•
Archives Commission

GIBSON HAM CO.

dpen Sunday
1 to 5 p.m.

-41tig‘'

IBM To Award
$200,000 To UK
.• Over Five Years
•
Ky..(AP)

7:00-5:00 Mon. Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

24950

Body Found In Back
Seat Of Robbers' Car
Identified By Police

•

Sides Of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender

mines. 1 think the small
operator plan was TVA's way
of hurting the UMW."
Robert Lee, whose company
hired drivers to deliver the
nonunion coal, said "they are
doing the right thing, legally
and morally. They are just
guys who own their trucks and
are trying to meet expenses
and feed their families."

Ethan Allen ediner Sale!

Let Us Fill Your Christmas List
With A
Gibson Country

41.1

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
reappointed Jack D.Ellis of
Morehead State University
and Thomas Clark of the
University of Kentucky to the
state Archives and Records
Commission.
They will serve until Sept.
21, 1984.
. 15-member commission
The
advises the Department of
Library and Archives on matters relating to archives and
records.

No furniture looks, feels or smells as good
as genuine leather upholstery! Its lustrous
beauty actually improves as it mellows Its
durability and ease-of care Is unsurpassed
by any other upholstery material And.
because our leather chairs breathe to
maintain comfortable temperature. you
get year 'round seating correfort Best of
all, you won't find better values than these
two handsonie"Eihin Alien leather chair
and ottoman sets — now on sale!

ky,

MU
NO

REVC
EVER
DISCI

KO(
CM
No.

Chippendale Wing Chair and
Ottoman Beautifully finished
wood legs and stretchers Nall.
head trim Red or Tortoise brown
Chair

With I
!

REVC
EVER
DISCI

Ottoassn

73950 1795°
reg 929 50

reg 229 50

(shown above)

Lounge Chair and Ottoman
Two-piece back with
adjustable headrest
Nail head trim
Tortoise brown or
butterscotch
(shown right)

Chalk

Ottoman

79950

2995°

rill 999 50

reg 379 SO

Open SUNDAY 1 'til 5 p.m. ... Open Every Night 'til Christmas Eve!
Convenient Term,,,, Fres Delivary &Bevies
L NVIED HOME: FL RNISHING7,

GI LI
SU F
moo
EA:

REVC
EVER'
DISC(
Revco

E

t1.

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

114 North Third St. Poducoh, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257
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BEAUTIFUL BUYS ON FABULOUS FRAGRANCES

atonal' Recliner
red nylon

451/

-t..esaffte
.!)

de 2495°
fr-rOLD SPICE GIFT SET
No. 3380
Includes 41
/
4 fl oz After Shave and
4V, fl oz Cologne
Mfr Sugg Retail Si 75
REVCO S LOW
$
EVERYDAY
2
DISCOUNT PRICE

COTY NUANCE SPECIAL
HOLIDAY EDITION GIFT SET
Includes perfume spray, 375 fl oz
and cologne spray. 1 111 oz
Special $13.50 value. $6.00 off label
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
$4
99

BRITISH STERLING
GIFT SET
Includes 211. oz. Cologne, 2 h. oz.
After Shave, 1 oz Stick Deodorant
and 3 oz Soap
Mtr. Sugg. Retail $6.50
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
$499

or

(z

•

REBOTTLED
FRAGRANCES 1/8 II. oz.

D.

Includes Estee Lauder Chanel and more
Mfr Sugg Retail Si 00
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
$119
DISCOUNT PRICE

1'300.,RcOU
so. rt toter t•

DECK YOUR HALLS WITH TRIM-MENDOUS TRIMMINGS!

Mfr Sugg Retail 512 99
REVCO SLOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
$499

C.HEAVEN SENT FANTASY
•
TRIO GIFT SET

4 n)

Sunday
15 p.m.
BAG OF BOWS
20 Count In asstd. coors.

Daily
til 8 p.m. .

Decorate your gifts with festive
colorful bows
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

69'

C-7 REPLACEMENT
BULBS 4 Pack

SINGLE CANDOLIER

WRAPPING PAPER

Keep some on hand to replace
burnt-out bulbs
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Bulb included 6 foot cord
UL Approved
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
$129

Continuous told 26". 35 sq II
in assorted designs,
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

,99C

ale!

A.REMCO ENERGIZED
SPIDERM AN
•
•

'

ICICLES 500 Count
Add some Christmas sparkle to
your tree'
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

29°

99C

VERY MERRY SAVINGS FOR EVERYONE ON YOU

11L

.ate ftagtance she II adore
Mfr Sugg Retail S8 50
REVCO S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
$449

B.M1NIATURE LIGHT SET
50 Count
nidoorc Outdoor. Flashing or non 'lashing Replaceable push-in bulbs
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

.HAIR SETTER

$399

Northeti .it .act,
Mist hair setters tor
Mtr Sugg. Retail $29 95
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
$17?9
DISCOUNT PRICE

LIST!

oIster y!

Is or smells as good
gsteryi Its lustrous
nes It Mellows. Its
are Is unsurpassed
iery material And.
r chairs breathe to
P temperature. you
contfort Hest of
r values than these
Atkin leather chair
tits.- now on sale!

MUNSEY TOASTER OVEN
NO. 108C
Toasts, broils, warms and grills
With easy-clean enamel tray
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE. $1 199

SHETLAND LIGHTED
PURSE MAKE-UP
MIRROR Batteries not included

G.E. SMOKE ALARM

HAMILTON BEACH
HAND MIXER
3-speed

DAZEY ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER No. 872

A time-saver to tuck under the tree'
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Witn Knife Sharpener
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
$1099
DISCOUNT PRICE
.......

$1099

Revco's Low, Everyday
Discount Price $17.99
LESS 55 00 MFR

Turns on and oft automatically
Delightful stocking stutter
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT.PRICE
$299

3.299

REBATE ONLY: $
f'ScIr up mall.tn rebate forms ft
..
D•scouat Dw,CWas-

AM/FM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO
No. 2069
With illuminated COCK numerals, and
large slide rule tuning dial
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE $
2

199

FESTIVE COOKIES

7 oz.
In a milk carton package Pecleci
holiday enterta,ninc
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
ZISCOUUT.PRICE

7

tmffn

--,WWW1111111WWWWWSW

11111010
—
KODAK EKTRALITE 10
CAMERA KIT
No. AL1011
With built-m electronic flasn
Mfr. Sugg. Retail $39.95
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE $2995

SOUNDESIGN AM/FM
PORTABLE RADIO
No. 2260
AC or DC. slide rule tuning,
telescopic antenna
Mtr. Sugg. Retail $27.95
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$1599

k
SOUNDESIGN TAPE
RECORDER
No. 4318

WARING DELUXE
7-SPEED BLENDER

With built-in condensor microphooe
AC or DC
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE $2
3
99

Removable blades exclusive
'cloverleaf ' design
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

RIVAL CROCK POT
31/2 Quart
Slow electronic stoneware cooker
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE $

$1899

13"

Ottoman

1000 Watt Hair Dryer
Mtr. Sugg Retail S23 99
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

2993°
ma 379 50

$19"

STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE TOTE
3 delightful styles to choose from
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE
ea.
$299

Revco reserves the right to limit quantities.

mas Eve!

you

all
theREVCO
can get
.()ti
-

INSTANT CAMERA

GOOD AIR ECOLOGIZER

Revco's Low. Everyday
Discount Price $27.99

Recirculating air cleaner 'deodorizer
Keeps the air you breathe fresher
Ml, Sugg Retail S34 95
REVCO S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

LESS $5 00 MFR
REBATE ONLY $2299
Pidt op rrtatt fn rebate forms at any Re,
Discount Drug Center

Electric toothbrush Removes Plaque
and stains, promotes healthy gum
tissue Clinically proven
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$999

CANDY CANES
12 count, 6 oz. pkg.
Use them on your tree or as a try,.
REVCO'S_ LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

89c

..

KODAKCOLORBURST 50

GILLETTE
SUPER MAX TWO

TOOTH PRO

$19"

HERSHEY KISSES

MASTER MAID
COFFEE MAKER

ASSORTED
CURLING IRONS

Makes 10 cups
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Many different brands to choose from
REVCO'S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

$1699

Available at all Revco Discount Drug Centers Including.

$499

9 oz bac
•
REVCO S LOW
EVERYDAY
DISCOUNT PRICE

Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304
......11.4.24•8•01,•a1•••,T
••,

•

I

eri pac

MURRAY
Copyright

ST COPY AVAILABLE

59

Items available while quantities last

Mosler C oil

,1111,"01.

$4

•

VISA

1900 by Revco D.S.. Inc

\-7)
.
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Suspect Taken Into Custody Minutes After Incident

Ex-Beatle John Lennon Shot To Death
By RICK RAMPSON
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK ( API - John
1 ennon, the singer-songwriter
who helped make the Beatles
musical superstars and popculture legends in the 1960s,
was killed in a late-night spray
of gunfire outside his luxury
apartment building.
He was the co-author with
Paul McCartney of such
famous songs as "1 Want to
Hold Your Hand," "Yesterday" and "Let it Be."
Minutes after the shots rang
out, police took a suspect into
custody. Early today, they
charged Mark David Chapman, 25, of Hawaii, with
murder. No motive was known
immediately.
Yelling "I'm shut," Lennon
staggered and collapsed face
down after the shooting at
10:50 p.m. Monday at the
DakoaNkcentury-old building

at the corner of 72nd Street
and Central Park West. Police
rushed the former Beatle to
Roosevelt Hospital, a mile
away,in a squad car.
"Tell me it isn't true," sobbed his wife, Yoko Ono, when
doctors prouounced the 40year-old songwriter dead soon
after. Lennon had said in an
RKO radio network interview
only hours before his death
that he hoped to die before
Miss Ono because he "couldn't
carry on" without her.
Nearly 1,000 people - some
keeping a stunned,silent vigil,
others weeping and still others
softly singing Beatles' songs
-- jammed the streets and
sidewalks around the Dakota,
where Lennon, his wife, and
their 5-year-old son, Sean, lived.
Even six hours after the
shooting, 150 people knelt and
recited prayers outside the

4 Fed the pot
5 Hurry

1 Tibetan
priest
5 Fish eggs
8 Po tributary
12 Wolfhound
13 Vase
14 Grasp
15 Decayed
17 Deduce
19 Hinder
20 Put off
21 Girls name
23 Food pro-

6 Conjunction
7 Goal
8 Concur

Hundreds of fans lit candles
and ringed the hospital in
silent tribute.
McCartney. , reported in
"deep, deep shock and saddened" by the slaying, was in
his Sussex farmhouse in
southern England and was
refusing to see anyone.
Former Beatle Ringo Starr
broke off a vacation to fly to
the United States, and George
Harrison also was deeply
upset and had canceled a
recording session scheduled
for today.
"So brilliant, so gifted, so
giving," said Sid Bernstein,
who produced the Beatles'
Shea Stadium concerts of 1965
and 1966. "He was the Bach,
Beethoven,
the
the

with his mouth open.
"He'd never dress up in anything like that!" he said. They
were sitting in Roger Rocket,
ready to go again.
"In Italy," insisted Hulda,
"Santa is an old woman." She
thrust a picture at Wullie.
"And she's called 'La
Befana.'"
Wullie looked at the picture
of La Befana. She was all bent
over. She wore a long skirt
and soft shoes. She had an
apron around her waist and a
shawl over her head.
"You're the one who knew

By Luise Putcamp

Jr.

(WHAT HAS HAPPENED: Riding Roger
Rocket to •Germany, Santa's
elves. Hulda and Wullie, find a
SHY
Saint Nicholas suit for Santa.
T EA
Because Hulda lost the key to
A
Santa's Suit Room, she has to
A
T E
go around the world finding
the suits that Santa wears in
0
each country. Next on the list
AT is Italy.)
A
0
Wullie was looking at Hulda

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
.0

Op
E
A
ON
EN
N
ET
ES
00
ER
L I
R A
E L
A
E
A
EA
SE
S
S
12
A
ERRS
EDI T
SOS

A
9 Floats
10 Plunge
11 Imitator
16 Sea eagles
18 Redact
22 Dress protector
23 Sewer
24 Corded cloth
25 Mouths
gram
27 Lubricate
24 Land meas- 29 Female
ure
sheep
26 Pastime
30 Damp
40 Is overfond 47 Remainder •
35 Horn
28 Stitch
49 Mom and 42 Clubs
-31 Teutonic
36 Father
50 Before
43 Saga
deity
37 Below
44 Frog genus 53 Zeus's
32 Inlet
38 Sharp reply 46 Great Lake
beloved
33 Pronoun
Moccasin
34
36 Strong
38 Soak
39 Norse god
41 Alaskan city
43 Mistake
45 Liquid
48 Gasped
24
50 Morel
51 Arrow poison
52 Ventilate
54 Discord goddess
55 Tigers, e g
56 Female deer
57 Let it stand

Lir±

DOWN
1 Garnish

2 Century plant
a Tangled

"We are looking for a child who is king."

RIDING ON THE BACK
OF YOUR MOTHER'S
BICYCLE IN THE WINTER
CAN BE AN EXPERIENCE
e-- •
VINA o o 0 o
0
0 a

o

o

o
000

0

o
o

WE CAN'T SEE UJHERE
WERE GOING, AND WE
SLIDE ALL OVER..
o

0

-craC°

SOT WE FINALLY ARRIVE
AT THE SUPERMARKET
WHERE 51-IE BUMPS INTO
AN OLD FRIEND_

0
00 0

0

0

0 00

o

..•••........•
41104

o °
o
o

o

0 0 ic•

IT'S
TUESDAY

00

0
0
o °
° o O0
00
0 00
0

0
0

of

o °

YOU'RE SO
ABSENT-MINDED
'LATE LY-"I BET
YOU DON'T
EVEN KNOW
WHAT DAY
IT IS

COMPLETELY FOR6E1TING
ABOUT L(OU KNOW WHO!
0

0 MP
0
a
04
0

and two in his back, stumbled
and crumpled to
into
the floor.
"I'm sure he was dead when
he was shot," said Dr. Stephen
Lynn. "Extensive resuscitation efforts were made and
despite transfusions and other
methods he could not be revivPolice, who found-the gunnan standing near the scene
with his pistol on the ground,
were considering the shooting
"just as important as the
assassination of John F. Kennedy," said Lt. John Schick.
Police initially referred to
the suspect as a "local
screwball."
Lennon had only recently
emerged from five years
away from the musical scene.

© n101 unown Femurs 9,na.rapie. tnc

GREAT--HOW DID
YOU
KN OW
THAT?

00
0
0

IT'S THE DAY YOU
PROMISED TO PAY
ME, laACK THAT
QUARTER

0

all about Saint Nicholas," said
Hulda. "In Germany. Why
don't you know about La
Befana?"
Wullie looked in a little
sheepish. "I can't know everything," he said.
"If you don't believe me,"
said Hulda, "let's turn the
Time Twister to the first
Christmas, and you can see for
yourself."
Wullie had the utmost confidence in anything you could
do by twisting dials and working switches. He reached for
his favorite invention, the
Time Twister.
TIME: First Christmas.
PLACE: Somewhere in
Italy.
The elves peered at the
screen of the Time Twister. It
was filled with snow. They
could see a miserable hut surrounded by rocks and little
worn-looking trees.
"What's that?" said Wullie,
suddenly pointing.
Into the picture came three
tired-looking men. With them
was a donkey :laden with
parcels, led by i droopy boy.
It looks like - " said
Wullie.
"The Three Wise Men,"
said Hulda.
The travelers stopped at the
door of the lonely hut. The boy
knocked.
Now the Time Twister's
screen showed the inside of
the hut.'
Mumbling crossly, an old
woman lifted the stick that
barred her door and opened
the door a ciack.The tallest traveler stepped
forward."We are looking for a
child who is a king," he said.
"There are no kings in this
miserable place!" said the old
woman.
The second figure stepped
to the door. "We must find
him," said a deeper voice.
"We have gifts for him."
The old woman flung open
the wooden door in indignation.
"I have lost my own child!,"
she said. "I have lost my husbandl:;Go and . leave...me.
alone!
The third man stepped forward. He was older, and his
voice shook a bit with

weariness.

4011**,

-41C-4

0D1100 Uni100 TeaTne

ALONG WITH SELF-INDULGENT
OVEREATING,I REEL YOU
HAVE SUICIDAL TENDENCIES

HOW CAN
You SAY

THAT?!

(LISTEN,I ATE IN
YOUR MESS HALL
ONCE

The real property of Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association, Inc., Murray,
KY, consisting of 3 tracts of land and the
buildings/improvements thereon, generally
described as:

12 - North of Tract l (approx. 280 ft. frontage
on Industrial Rd), including 2 buildings, feed
mill, 3 metal grain bins,and 2 wire corn cribs.

WHAT WAS
THAT?,i

666t

SHERIFF'S SALE
Pursuant to Judgment of the Calloway Circuit Court,

styled Bank of Murray, et al, vs. Z. Dean Moses, et
us, I, Max Morris, Sheriff, will offer to sell to the
highest and best bidder, the terms being cash, a
1978, 8 cylinder, Y2 ton, 4 wheel drive pick up, Serial
Number CK1148511 3876, in rough condition. Vehicle
will be sold as is, where is, with purchaser to obtain
proper licensing for said vehicle. Vehicle will be
available for inspection one hour prior to sole at the
courthouse in Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
The sole to be at 1000 a.m. on December 22, 1980,
at the South door of the courthouse.
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16. Home Furnishings

257

Antique day bed. Best offer.
Call 753-6232.
Antique mahogany drop leaf
table, 6 chairs. Hotpoint 30"
electric range. Call 759-1322.
Complete living room suite;
twin bed and shelves. Call
753-8874.
Christmas sale! Correlle Expressions, 20 piece sets, all patterns, while they last, $39.99. ,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Harvest gold used commode.
753-7370.
One old refrigerator. $40. Call
489-2613.
White, 1979 Kenmore heavy
duty 60 washer, full size bed,
mattress box springs, and
metal frame Call 753-6930.

Santa

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760.

The Apple Tree School now has
openings for 2 year old
childreA,.k limited -number.of
openings are also available for
3-5 year old children.
Transportation provided to and
from
public
school
kindergarten programs. For information about quality child
care, phone 753-9356 days,
753-1566 nights, or visit the
facility at 1503 Stadium View
Drive.
the Green Door, Dixieland
Center on Chestnut Street, will
be open Sundays from 1 to 5.
Free gift wrapping!

"Then come with us," said
the third traveler. "Help us
find the child ind give him his
gifts."
The wind set up a greater
howl. But the angry voice of
the old woman sounded above
it.
"1 am going nowhere!" she
cried. "Go away - and Stop
Give a unique Oh Photo
bothering a poor widow!"
Jewelry.
Select
from
And she slammed the door
bracelets, necklaces, and
in the faces of the travelers.
rings.
Slowly the travelers set off
CARTER STUDIO
through the snow again.
"What happened next?"
304Moin
753 8298
said Wullie, twisting the dials,
University
Day
Care
but getting no more picture.
Hulda said:"The next day a Kindergarten will have some
shepherd told the old woman full time openings for children,
that the travelers she turned January 1981. We have classes
away were the Three Wise for all ages, in a state licensed
kindergarten. 753-6199 or 753Men.'
"Carrying gifts to the Baby 2967.
Jesus," finished Wullie.
"So," said Hulda, "ever
The family of the Rev. Felex
since that night, the old
woman walks up and down the Balentine wish to express our
land, stopping at the door of sincere thanks and deep appreciation to all of our many
every child."
Wullie needed no more ex- friends, neighbors, and
relatives for the beautiful
plaining.
"Giving every child a gift," flowers, food, prayers, and
comfort shown to us in our
he said.
"So you see," said Hulda, time of need.
A special thanks to the Mur"why Santa has to dress like
an old woman when he ray Calloway County Hospital
and staff. Dr. Howard, Dr.
delivers his gifts in Italy!"
"Maybe," said Hulda soft- P*Pool, Brother Carl Jones for
ly, "everybody who gives his words of comfort, the
someone a gift is really giving pianist, the singers, and the
Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
a gift to the Baby Jesus."
Roger Rocket rumbled and for their kindness.
The Family
hummed. "Well, getting some
old clothes from an old woman
shouldn't be such a hard job,said Wullie.
Which showed how much he lost on 280 East, Pottertown
Road a Hawk Wearing a bell
knew.
(TOMORROW: Search around the neck and 2 leather
bands around it's feet If seen
in Italy.)

5. Lost and Found

-27.
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20. Sports Equipment
Nearly new 26" 10-speed bicycle Call 753-1259
Sears pool table, like new, less
than one year old 436-2877

mya,

* C"
* bc

*ifttl
*Ow

22. Musical

*
*r

CHIEF
PHARMACIST
for 218 bed Hospital
located in a beautiful
university community in
twin lake area of
western Kentucky. Excellent
benefit
program.
Salary
negotiable. Contact Administrator, Murray
Calloway
County

Christmas
Special
row choice Of
A Ninv

Kimball Piano
or Organ

Hospital, Murray, Ken-

Will do house
cleaning. Call 7530193. Ask for
Brenda.

Resix
take t
on lik
rantei
753-7

17. Vacuum Cleaners

6. Help Wanted

3. Card of Thanks

IOWN ? BUT
THAT'S IN
THE OTHER
DIRECTION.

Rogers Jewelers

Louisville Bank for Cooperatives
and
Cooperative Finance Association
P.0. Box 32650
Louisville, KY 40232
(502)566-7376 or 7378

3

For
burn
wint
734;
EMI
kit I
Gun
like i
255
strer
Ham
940(
3CD
blast
inclu
489Sunl;
table
Seasi
2758
8'xIt
traile

'The Dwomond Store of Pens
110W INsainngton St
N.rthabrle of Swage. Down
town Pans, TN Phone 15011 642

Exact boundaries and legal descriptions to
be developed by sellers and successful bidders at later date
.
. Bids must be received, in
writing, at address below, by the close of
business on December 11, 1980. Additional
info available on request. Seller reserves
right to reject bids.

Bible Facts. Free Store for the
needy. 7594600.

Fire'
hick
repa
rem:

FOR SALE
All Types of old diamon
ds and gold jewelry,
rings,
wedding
engagement rings, din
nor rings, ell types of
men's rings, antique bar
pins, broaches, karat
gold watches. We have
a good selection of pre
owned jewelry and will
pay top dollars for these
items.

vi -- NE intersection of Hwy 94 and Industrial
Road (approx. 350 ft. frontage on Hwy 94; approx. 250 ft. on Industrial Rd), including 5
buildings.

2. Notice

24.

Christmas sale! Club aluminum
7 piece set, $2799, 10 piece
set, $49 99, 11 piece set,
Wallin Hardware.
$59 99
Paris
For sale Christmas cards, bird
feeder, 12 hole Martin box, hat
racks. workshop light lap desk
Ideal Christmas gifts See at
1624 Olive St or phone 753
1712 after 4 pm

Prime Commercial
Property

ad

la -q

GOING TO TN.

15. Articles RN Sale

FOR SALE

an Ace

ed."

1. Legal Notice

53- NW intersection of Sycamore Industrial Rd
and L&N RR (approx. 5.925 acres), including
1,200 ton bulk fertilizer building, bulk tank, and
RR siding.

Chapter 7
LA BEFANA

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
\CROSS

Rachraininoff of our time."
Police said the gunman
emerged from the shadows as
the Lennons stepped out of a
limousine after a recording
session and walked past the
Dakota's giant iron gate into
the archway.
According to authorities,
Chapman had come to New
York from Hawaii about a
week ago and had been seen
near the Dakota three times in
the past three days. As Lennon
left his recording studio
earlier Monday, Chapman got
his autograph, police said.
"Mr. Lennon?" police
quoted him as saying before
he allegedly fired five shots
from a .38-caliber pistol.
Lennon, with three wounds
in his chest, two in his left arm

1. Legal Notice

afar $995.00
Thurman's
Furniture

tucky 42071, 502-753-

541.

1. Storage Bldgs.
Custom
Built • portable
buildings. Call 753-0984. •

9. Situation Wanted
like 'fa 'fake. ..cif

208 E Main
Murray, fly 42071

New and used Baldwin- piano
Lonardo Piano Co.,
and organs ..........
.........

across from the Post Office,
Paris, TN.
Responsible party to take up
monthly payment on Spinet
piano.,..less than a year old.
Clayton's, 753-7575.
Spinet-Console piano for sale.

elderly person, 5 days a week,
2500 per month. Call 5279073.
Will do sewing, alterations and
babysitting for 1 child between
1-4. Call 7510952.

10. Bus. Opportunity

Wanted: Responsible party to
take over Spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally.
Ville, Credit Manager. P.O.
Box 207, Carlyle, IL 62231.

Have a highly profitable and
beautiful Jean Shop of your
own. Featuring the latest in
Jeans, Denims, and Sportswear $14,500 includes beginning inventory, fixtures. and
training You may have your
store open in as little as 15
days Call any time for Mr.
Righi 419-626-9169

23. Exterminating
ALL BUGS CALL

rrAU

'

14. Want ToW

lii

:74,

I/

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Nikon, Leica or old German
made cameras. Charles Pitt,
1514R Bloomfield, Cape
Girardeau Mo.63701.
Used police scanner. Call 7535036 after 5 pm.
Want to buy: Used mobile
home, any size. 527-1362.
Want to buy: Standing timber.
Will look at all tracts approximately 20 acres and up. 1535592.

Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
Atlanta automatic wood stove,
used one season $160 34 ton
coal Call 753-9829
Firewood for sale, seasoned oak
and hickory. $25 753-0211
after 5 pm

1/2 Price Sale
One Rack Of

Sportswear
Janisen, Act Ill, FDlaogusglas Marc,

Three

Also Dresses, Size 8 to 20

TOWN & COUNTRY
LADIES WEAR
1304 C1,410010 Street
7534345

or found call 754-0736

L

1
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Wallin Hardware
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1979 Kenmore heavy
)0 washer, full size bed,
)ss, box springs, and
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one season $160 34 ton
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--Tod for sale, seasoned oak
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43. Real Estate
49. Used Cars
53. Services OfferQApartments for rent nedi AKC 2 year old Doberman
downtown Call 753-4109
1973 Monte Carlo 74 000 Guttering by Sears Sears con
housebroken obedience train
miles Belt offer must sell tinous gutters installed per
ed very friendly Buyer must
agnaND
33.-Loomsfor Rent
your spacifications Call Sears
759-1767
have fenced yard Call 436Rooms for rent girls. one block 2851
753-2310 for free estimate
1965 Mustang Ford rough
from University. Call 753-1812
753-1222
body, runs good Priced $300 Heating refrigeration electrical
Basset hound puppies 6 weeks
or 759-4909
repair. Bob Refrigeration Ser
unregistered. Call 489Call 435-4526
34. Houses For Rent CONVENIENT
rice Hazel Kentucky 498-8370
2710 after 530 pm
1972 Ply
Cra slant 6 or 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
COUNTRY4,IVTNG
For rent 2 bedroom, unfurnish- Boarding and grooming for
2-d
Asking
the
Recently listed this
ed house, near hospital. 753- holidays' Daily or monthly
$90
0193 after Insulation blown in by Sears
spacious
8049
.
three
save on these high heating and
430
rates Heated kennel with outbedroom, two bath
cooling bills Call Sears 753
Nice 5 room country home with side runs Hidden Valley KenUrd
Trucks
home located only two
2310 tor free estimate
cookstove, bath, and utility nels 435-4481 Lynn Grove
miles from town on 1'2
1971 Anco 4-wheel drive
room Near Murray. Couple. No Christmas
puppies! AKC
V8 standard shift good condi
acres. Home features
pets. References, Deposit. registered Cocker Spaniel pup
COURTNEY SMALL
tion $2500 Call 753-5273
central electric heat
$150. 753-7551.
pies for sale Will be 6 weeks
ask foriblin Hatching
ENGINE REPAIR 8
and air, with an
Partially furnished 2 bedroom old December 21st Butt and
economical woodburnSAW SHOP Coldhouse. North 6th. No pets. black and white spotted Also 4
1976 Courier Excellent condi
ing fireplace insert
water, 489-2853.
Deposit and lease required. month old Cocker female party
lion 1803 College Farm Road
"Here's an item every president should have and is tastefully
color 753-9459
Call 753-9208 after 4 pm.
753-3704
Will
trade
decorated. Offered in
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
Three bedroom house, stove.. Dog obedience classes AKC in the Oval Office."
the $50's through Kop1949 Dodge All original condi- need stunips removed from
refrigerator
furnished German Shepherds and AKC 43. Real Estate
perud Realty, 711
and
boards
tion
side
extra
with
43.
Estate
Real
your yard or land cleared of
Seasoned firewood Call 436- Furnished trailer for rent, extra References and deposit re- Austrailian cattle dogs Call
Main,
body for parts Best reasonable stumps' We -can remove
2758.
quired. Call 435-4335 after 6 436-2858.
nice. 759-1987.
PRICE REDUCED
LINUUENIALIT,
901-642-2277
or
NIL
901offer.
stumps up to 24" below the
pm weekdays.
lb. Mahon sa•c• 1400
8)(16' Tandem equipment 30. Business Rental
For sale AKC registered Old Kl
...wag PM
Large 4 bedroom, 642-8961
ground leaving only sawdust
fee*. MN..sad sellers
trailer. 753-7370.
Three bedroom house. Gas English Sheep puppies Call
well-mai
ntained
older
F ARMS- HOMES
1973 International 1600 truck and chips Call for tree
ilnsal
lto
753-2792.
Estal:
heat
air-conditioned.
per
$265
home
with
lots
of
25. Business Services
Mini
BUSINESSES
air-conditioned power steer estimate. Bob Kemp 435-4343
month
Southsklis Court Sq.
plus deposit. Labrador Retrievers, AKC
character. Must be
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
mg, radio. 14 bed $3500. or Bob Kemp. Jr. 435-4319.
Santa suit rentals. 759-4073.
Warehouse
References required. Call 759- champion bred, $150.
Murray,
S
Kentucky
PROPERTY
seen
inside
to apParadise 0
753-8061
Need work on your trees? ToppStorage Space
26. TV-Radio
1021 or 442-5461. lack Kennels 753-4106
Listings needed! Offices
753-4451
S
preciate. Economical
ing pruning shaping, cornStanley.
For Rent
Coast to Coast. Buyers
53. Services- Offered
central gas heat, gas
Responsible person wanted to
40. Produce
plete removal and more. Call
from
Everywhere.
take up small monthly payment
753-4758
Two bedroom house. I L2 miles
grill on patio, screened
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
We are located in the downon like new 25- color t v. War
"Free" Catalog.
on 641 South. $175 with lease
front porch, electric
Mr Executive...If you were ever
professional tree care. 753
town shopping center. Open
ranted. Clayton's J & B Music
and deposit. 753-4699.
STROUT REALTY
to believe an advertisement.
garage door opener,
9 5 Mon. Fri. and 9.noon Sat.
8536.
32. Apts. For Rent
4.1 INA«.lowin
753-7575
believe this one' This handand
located
within
Three bedroom farm house
1112(WNW,.IN
For rent: Furnished apartment
Painting - Paperhanging
CARTER STUDIO
some Di-level is brick and wood
walking distance of
Morn" .1
VEGETABLE
.27. Mobile Home Sales at New Contord. $80 per mon- near East Elementary. $90 per
General maintenance Free
with wrought iron fenced court
downtown. Now of753-0186
month. No pets. Call 753-8848
304
Main
753 8298
A.************* th Call 436-2427
estimates. 159-1987
yard Now picture this home
34,0••
MARKET
fered at only $36,500.
before 9 pm.
setting amongst dozens of tall
* 1974 - 121165 Schuh Mobile ,* Furnished apartment, living
Phone
the
Action
CARPET CLEANING, free Stop! For all your repair needs.
305 S 12th St.
beautiful trees with a gorgeous
* Nome with pull out for extra •Ir and bedroom combination Two bedroom brick home, large
Number, 753-1222,
estimates satisfied references roofing carpentry, plumbing.
753-3773
living
large
room.
dining
and
* living space. Central electric
lawn underneath This spacious Want to buy a home but inlarge kitchen, all utilities paid
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- and electrical work look no
Kopperud Realty, in
kitchen area with built-ins, 2
* heat and air, located on o * $135 per month
Fresh from Florida:
home has everything...game terest rates too high? If your ining Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning more! Call 753-9226 or 753plus $50 car garage
Murray.
Puryear
In
* large wooded lot Excellent * deposit
room with free standing come qualifies, apply for an
9623. We'll do your lob large or
Vine ripe tomatoes;
Call 753-3132.
753-5827
* buy!
References and $100 deposit
fireplace family room with LOW INTEREST RATE loan tosmall. All work done to your
Large
novel
Concrete
* Nice 1974, 3 bedroom, 2 * Nice one bedroom Apartment. $200 per month. Call 759and
block
work
Block satisfaction.
cedar paneling, brick fireplace. day, The money won't last long Established business in good
* bath mobile home ready to * near university. low utilitiegt• 4908.
garages
basements
oranges; Bell Pepdriveways,
built in bookcases (very warm at this rate - so don't delay. location, Limited low interest
* live in, (ousted on a large lot * students welcome. Call 753- Three bedroom house, stove
and inviting). U-shaped kitchen Call Spann Realty Associates at financing available Consider walks. patios steps free Wet basement? We make wet
pers and Cucum* with city water, close to * 3949.
estimates
Charles
Barnett basements dry, work completerefrigerator washer, dryer
has quality cabinets and loads 753-7724 today for further in- trade for real estate, farm land,
I
* town. At this for S8,900. t
bers; Lettuce; New
ly guarenteed. Call or write
of ceramic. 3 bedrooms, 3 full formation.
Ohe bedrootti furnished apart- $275 per month- phis dePoSit
rental property. - etc. Call 753- _753-5476.
Morgan Construction Co
crop
G
* 1978 Holly Park . 3 bedroom * ment, partial utilties paid. no Call 753-3582. a
baths...Call 753-1492. We can't
Driveways
4109.
and,
parking
areas
Route 2, Box 409A Paducah
* 2 both with living room ad * pets, Call 753-9741.
********
begin
pecans,
tell
******
to
it
all'
walnuts,
Oh
yes,
white
rocked
and
graded
Free
Three
bedroom
house. 4 miles
,* dition. Central heat and air
KY 42001. or
PRIME COMMERCIAL
*Country Leisure!*
estimates Clifford Garrison 1:442-7026 call day or night
Brazil
nuts
and' owner 'will consider 'partial * House
'w Fully furnished. This is the * Two bedroom apartment, out on 94 West, Southwest
PROPERTY
completely *
financing and owner wants of753-5429.
* Cadillac of all mobile homes 4. redecorated, adults, no pets. Elementary School district. No
peanuts; Illinois red
The real property of Collowoy
Will haul driveway white rock
fer now! CENTURY 21 Loretta *remodeled.
4*
* Located on a large lot with * Lease and deposit. Call 753- pets. $225 per month. Call
Fire damaged restoration Call
County Soil Improvement
* bedrooms, full base-*
and yellow apples;
and Ag lime also have any type
Jobs, Realtors.
* city water, good garden spot,* 9208 after 4 pm.
753-4406 before 5 pm.
442-6677
or
527-1908
Association,
Murray,
KT,
*
ment, C.E. heat and*
of brown or white pea gravel.
* fruit trees, and grope arbor *
White
baking
consisting of tracts of land
Two bedroom Townhouse apart- Three bedroom brick with
Fence sales at Sears now. Call Also do backhoe work. Call
2/. air. 14' x 16' deck on
* Close to town.
: and the 3buildings'
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full .
potatoes,
50
1w.
lb.
garage.
$210.
ments,
1300
16th
South
all
carpet,
Sears
range.
753-2310 for free Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
back! 80 acres land - 33*
*
WO,
*
baths. brick veneer home.
prevements
thereon,
bags.
refrigerator, dishwasher, St. 753-6609.
estimate for your needs.
753-6763.
approx-*
generally described as.
1621 Keenland Drive. Home * tendable,
,
33-4111
/talk:144005
-476.)15
disposal, washer-dryer hookup, Two pedroom house located
Open from 8
features Olympic size pool, *imately 40 good *
Unita 0•11•• - 733-1400
Will do plumbing, heating
a
central
heat
and
air.
753-7559
EXPERIENCED
I*,11.•••••loor. ••cfl••••r
sr
No. I Ni Intersection of
one ''block from Murray State
central heat and air, fireplace, *timber.$64,500.
roofing, painting. carpentry.,
a.m. til 6 p.m. - 6
751-4174
days-or-753-7550.mghts.
**
-*•
Highway 94 rend In
MECHANIC. All work
campus, $150 per month
burglar alarm system. For rnbie. *
Small
Also have wood for sale. Call
well constructed *
Days a Week.
*home
diurnal Rood. (Approx.
1441 * Two bedroom duplex on quiet Available January 1. 1981. Call
guaranteed. Call 753information call Purdom &
753-2211.
on 94 E. Close to *
350
ft.
on
Hwy.
94;
op.
•
*
Murray-Calloway * street. All appliances furnish- 753-4419 after 6 pm.
We take food
Thurman Real Estate, 753- *lake on
4366 after 4 pat. on
acres. Over
:
pros. 250 h. on In.
56. Free Column
•
County Realty
ed. 753-5791 or 753-2649.
stamps. For quality,
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585. 600 ft. of highway fronweekdays.
Three
bedroom
Mistrial Roach, including
house
•
Free puppies! 489-2669
(502)7534146 * Two bedroom apartment. near spacious, quiet subdivision, 2
6557.
753
Jones
Geneva
*
tage. Call today for an 7k
5 buildings
lowest prices in
304 R. 12tb St.
* University, $250 per month. car garage, central air, wall
No. 2 N. of tram No, 1 lAp•
*appointment
.
Reduced
*
town!
*
Mairray, Ky.42071 *
prox. 280 ft. on Inheaters. $350 month. Call 753*to814,500.
17 Call 1-328-8364 or 1-241dustrial Rood), including
St***********4•••, 0.••• - 4341430
9436.
4787.
*
2 budding', feed mil, 3
•
Moths 00.4.--133.3M
r .
/NON SAO/ - 133.1•04
911.Waldrop Drive 3 bedroom 41. PAilific Sale
metal grain bins, and 2
*
•
%At, N11401- 713•1146
we corn cribs.
$300 per month plus utilities
lorry Sh•••••11111I. A0e0ow4o
No. 3 - NW Intersection it
Fireplace, all appliances
JAMES'
*
13343114
*
Sycamore and Industrial
Across from University. 1-554ANTIQUES
Rood and l L N R.R. lAp164 *
BOYDMAJORS
7221.
*
•
Murray-tallew
pros. 5.925 ones), in
ay *
Custom Stripping and
REAL ESTATE
*
37. Livestock-Supplies
Beautiful Red and Black 3 Size
1200 ton bulk fer
County Realty
and
Repairing
7531080
Miser buiding. bulb tank
*
•
(502)7534146 *
53 feeder pigs, $30 each, Call
Refinishing. Custom
and R.R siting
-Professional Services
•
304 N. 12111St.
*
435-4548.
Cabinets and WoodWith The Friendly Touch"
*
Murray, Ky. 42071 *
Exact
boundories and legal
REE MAR ARABIANS 753working. No dipping.
descriptions, to be developed
6126.
Hwy. 641 South
A CAREFUL
by SeNers and successful Bid•
492-8850
BUYER'S DREAM
38. Pets-Supplies
Low cost home loan money
deer at later date. Bids most
We
Buy
New listing - Owner won't last long. For applicabe received, in writing at ad1411 Main
753-3682
UKC PR registered treeing
Beautiful handmande child's furniture, made
dress below by close of
And Sell
ASP
410
leaving town, 3 tions, incomes can vary up to
Walker pups. Call 436-5867
in golden oak, walnut, and soi.`hern pine,
business,
December 11,
bedroom, 1-bath, B.V. $22.500 for a five member
1980. Additional information
from pattern of
. ancLirame..hoinerniee-,
. .a
.nom at 'singable'
on 'reauert. Sellers
ly decorated, electric 753-1492 for information on
rights Cu reject bids.
Do you find items hard to get! Try
heat. 1 car carport this 101/8% interest. Yes, you
us!! We
hove Aladden lamp parts, parts for
with storage. Large read right- under 11% on a 25
LOUISVILLE BANK
dinner
FOR COOPERATIVES
bells and telephones.
lot. This is a well built year term. Dial 753-1492. Well
and
home and moderately help you. Century 21 Loretta
COOPERATIVE FINANCE
Jobs, Realtors.
priced at $36,500.00.
ASSOCIATION
NICE HOMEP.O. Box 32650
10404016, Kentecky 40232
PRICED RIGHT
This is a rare oppor(5021566-7376 or 7378
tunity to buy an almost
45.
Farms For Sale
new home full of the
753-122
4 Miles South on Highway 641
unusual features
For sale by owner. 80 Acres of
492-8714
All
land with tobacco and feed
you've been wantingLIVE AND
Hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
barn Call 345-2526.
at a price that makes
EARN
Hubert and Faye Coles, Owners and Operators
sense to your budget. 3
Potential!! Prime location
Fight inflation with
BR., 1'2 baths,
18'-r acre farm with frontage
this just listed brick
economical electric
on 3 roads, 2 bedroom house •
duplex with central
baseboard heat with
with good well With down paygas heat and central
individual therment owner will consider
electric air. Each side
mostats, new GE ap225 L. P. Miller St.
has two bedrooms, financing to qualified buyer
Don't delay call today for appliances - all this on a
Across From Community Cantini;
large living room and
pointment. 759-1322 or 489
beautiful 2-acre lot in
kitchen-dining room
Open Hours
2365. •
the country. Don't
combination. Enjoy
miss this one.
Mon.
Tues. 7:30-12:30
&
46. Homes For Sale
owning your own home
and let one side help
Cloied Wednesday
One bedroom house on half
pay your mortgage.
acre lot in country near lake
Thurs., Fri. 8. Sat. 8:30-12:30
Priced in the mid
Baywood Vista $7500 753
840's.
5750.
Wooded lot provides serene setGATFSBOROUGH
47. Motorcycles
ting for newly decorated three
HOME
For sale. 1980 Yamaha 3
bedroom brick located lust FOR SALE OR RENT
wheeler. 753-8856.
west of Southside shopping
Don't dream a home,
DEALER'S AUCTION
Fenced backyard provides
1980 Yamaha YZ 250 dirt bike
buy one! This lovely
Saturday, Dec. 13th 10:00 A.M.
security for small children and
$1000 Call 492-8930.
home has 3 large
Old Advanced Tire Building, 808 CoWwater Rd.
pets Glassed in back porch
bedrooms with walk-in
48. Auto. Services
lust off U-shaped kitchen pro15 Points) Murray, Ky.
closets, 2 baths, large
vides seclusion and privacy
For sale Set of wheels and
sunny kitchen with
A
laroe
iruentory
of
nevi merchandise perfect for Christmas gifts
Transferrable loan available
tires ET turbine aluminum
pantry, neutral
will be sold absolute Inventory Whales mew brass Mews including
with lower than current in
mags! unilug, Michelin radials
brass candle sticks brass bells, etc. Games, toys, hobs sots,
carpeting in all the
terest rate
Dial 753
14's. Gni-Sr:Inch radials 15's 50
nedros knives fireplace sets teatime, brass mid we Iran),
rooms, den has beam1492. Century 21 Loretta lobs
series $350. Call 7,53-0331
fireplece
notes. worlds
, warble top tales. and many more
ed ceilings, imRealtors
it....
too new00000 to mention. Individreels else vreicemol Coo49. Used Cars
pressive fireplace, and
eignments, close ort, and bankruptcy items welcome! Please call
other extras. Attic
1966 Chevelle convertible
437 4864 to consign pow nvercimsdlee. Deer Wu this appmerhialty
could be finished but
to buy ywr Christmas gifts at Arches where YOU set the primal
$1495 Will trade 753-3704
Looking for a home to
1803 College FaN Road.
for 3-4 dmIditional
put on your lot? let us
CRAFT SNOW
rooms. Loelikd in one
Wit ho holder the were locatirm December 20116 I, 21st. Fay aloft
show you this 2
For sale Dependable 1973
Show information roll 1 365.7141bn 1-365-3467.
of Murray's .best subbedroom home, must be
Dodge Monaco wagon with s
divisions: *Owner
p b power seats and windows
moved!
transferred. Imac AM FM Michelin radials
Sale Nonelected by:
mediate possession.
400 engine equipped to pull
NATCNETT REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
Phone 753-1222, Kop76,000 miles $875 767-2072
Rt. 3,
perud Realty for
1970 Ford Maverick, low
Bentor, KY 437-1864
courteous, competent,
Aectierwer sad Broker: CI. Natehott
mileage Best offer! Call 753
Real Estate Service.' 3975
a.

I

Firewood seasoned oak and
hickory 18''. 24 Chainsaws 12)170 Mobile home
repaired
sharpened
Tree Townhouse 2 bedroom 1 1 2
removal 489-2327 489-2853 bath new carpet $4750 Call
For sale Homesteader wood 437-4955
burning heater Used_ one Mobile home 10x51 437winter Best offer. Call 753- 4670
1347
1974 Trailer
12x65
2
EMT deluxe personal first aid bedroom central heat and air
kit for sale. Call 759-1112
Make down payment take over
Gun Cabinet will hold 8 guns. Payments Call 753-7127
like new, $150 Call 753-4368.
255 Gallon drums, high 2L. Mob. Home Rents
strength bonding agent. Call For rent Mobile
home, 10x42
Hamilton Tile Contractors. 753- natural gas
furnished, near
9400.
University Nice Prefer one
3C0 Pound capacity sand male Phone 753-3895 or 753blaster hoses and everything 3482
included, portable Like new Two or 3 bedroom completely
489-2613
furnished May be seen at
Sunlamp, stereo, and center Shady Oaks between 8 AM and
4 PM
table. Call 492-8204.

OFFICE FURNITuRE

..
, - -Thurfli•n
r-----;::-.---

4

'11111TTIMIP"

Z

HIIIIERT COLE'S
ANTIQUES

CHUCKS MUSIC

Ind used Baldwin piano
lans„Lonardo.Piano Co.,
from flie 'Post Office,
TN.
risible party to take up
ly payment on Spinet
rless than a year old.
n's, 753-7575.
t-Console piano for sale.
d' Responsible party to
over Spinet piano. Easy
. Can be seen locally.
Credit Manager. P.O.
07, Carlyle, 11 62231.
Exterminating

Marc, Three

38, Pets-Supplies

Student Guitars

Ohl! $995.00
Thurman's
Furniture
2088. Mum
Murray, Ky. 42071

3r

3F
I X

JUST IN TIME
FOR CHRISTMAS

Kimball Piano
or Organ

Sale

27. Mobile Home Sales 3-2
,.
- Ws.For Rent

yr

Christmas
Special
Tow Choice Of

Phone 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous

INFLATION PRICES
FOR CHRISTMAS
All Car & Home Stereos
Reduced To "Cut-Throat" Prices
On:

o • II

1
1

i

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Pioneer•Craig-J.I.L.
Cobra-Sharp-Jensen
Marantz-Sansui-Sanyo

753=3685

If We Don't Have It, We Will Get It!
Shop With Us-We'll Both Be Happy
"We Truly Appreciate Your Business"
Merry Christmas To All

World of Sound

222 So. 12th

ST COPY AVAILABLE

Hubert Cole's
Antiques

7.53-5865

•*
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DEATHS & FUNERALS
Rites Wednesday
At Sinking Spring
For Mr. Delaney

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For J. 0. Parker

Mrs. T. C. Doran
Dies Monday With
Rites At Church

Funeral services
or
Mm's... T.
Tip i Doran, the
the funeral for J. U. Parker.
lhadious Delaney of Murray retired Murray businessman, former Mary Lou Story, of
Route 4 will be held Wednes- is being held today at 2 p.m. at 1708 West Main Street, Murday at 230 p.m. at the Sinking the chapel of the Blalock- ray, died, Monday at 11:25
Spring Baptist Chur0, where Coleman Funeral Home with p.m, at tile Murray-Calloway
he was a member,Ovith the John Dale and James E. County Hospital.
Bev. Billy Turner 4liciating .Cooper officiating. Jerry Bolls
Slit' was 71 years of age and
and Mrs. Eddie Outland and is directing the singers from was born April 8, 1909, in
Mrs. Oneida White in charge the Seventh and Poplar Graves County to the late John
44 the musicStory and Neva Fuller Story.
Church of Christ.
, Pallbearers will be W. D.
Active pallbearers are Dr. She was a member of the First
and Glen McCuiston, Ansel William Thomas Parker, United Methodist Church, the
Griffin, Guthrie Grogan, J. C. Charles H. Thurman, Jr.. Home Department of the MurGoodman, and Paul Jackson. Donald Duke, Larry Thur- ray Woman's Club, and the
Burial will follow in the man, Charles Johnson, and Murray (7ountry Club.
church cemetery with the ar- Joe Thurman. Honorary
Mrs. Doran i survived by
rangements by the Max Chur- pallbearers are R. I.. Ward, L. her husband; two sons, Dr.
chill Funeral Home where D. Miller, L. K. Pinkley, Thomas Doran, Albion, Mich..
Friends may call until the William R. Furches, Fred and Jimmy Doran, Germanfuneral hour.
town, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Workman, Dub Russell, Joe
Mr. Delaney, 77, died Mon- Baker Littleton, George Ruth Canady, Paris, Tenn.;
day at 5:05 a.m, at the Hodge, Joe Dick, Harold four brothers - Zelner Story,
_Murray-Calloway County
McReynolds, Larry Hurt. Flint, Mich., Rex Story,
lospital. Born Oct. 12, 1903, in James I.. Johnson, H. Glenn Otisville, Mich., and Lathan
Missouri, he was the son of the
Doran, Nix Crawford, Brad. and Hub Story, Port Charlotte,
late Frank Delaney and Annie
burn Hale, Oliver Cherry, and Fla.; two grandchildren,
unbrough Delaney.
Karen Doran, Germantown,
Maurice.Ryan.
He is suCvived by his wife,
Burial will follow in the Tenn., and Mark Doran, MurMrs. Estelle Adams Delaney, Murray City Cemetery.
ray.
and mother-in-law, Mrs CurThe funeral will be.held
Mr. Parker, 77, died Sunday
die Matheney.
at 10:30 a.m. at the General Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
First United
Methodist
Hospital, Nashville,Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Church with'the Rev. Dr.
Mrs. Mary Thurman Parker; Walter E. Mischke, Jr., and
one son, Joe M. Parker and the Rev. Jimmy Stubbs ofwife, Dorothy; two grand- ficiating.
Burial will follow in the
children, Sammy J. Parker
Mrs. Lillian Sturdivant, and Mrs. Rodney Lowe; three Murray City Cemetery with
I'uryear, Tenn., widow of great grandchildren - Wen- the arrangements by the J. H.
'otter Sturdivant; died Mon- dy, Melody, and Laurie Jo Churchill Funeral Home
aay at the Henry County Parker; a sister-in-law, Mrs. where friends may call after 6
p.m. tonight(Tuesday.
General Hospital, Paris, Thelma Parker.
The family requests that exenn. She was 84 years of age.
pressions o sympathy take
Survivors include four
the form of contributions to
daughters
Mrs. Elsie King
the First United Methodist
and Mrs Adovene Henderson
Pederal-Mate Market News Service
Church,
l'aris, Tenn., Mrs. Sybil December 9, 1980
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Wilson, Roseville, Mich., and Report
Includes 5 Buying Stations
Mrs; Gill .Parker, Nesbet, Receipts: Act. 452 Est. 450 Barrows &
fully .25 lower Sows steady
Miss.; one son, Horace Sturdi- Gilts
US 1-2210-24011w.
845.5046.iin
US 2210-250 lbs
vant,St. Clair Shores, Mich.
845.25-45 Si
US 2-3 240-260 His
545.00-45.2,
The funeral will be held US
2-1 250-270 lbs.
644.00-45.00
Wednesday at 11 a.m, at the Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
834.00-37.00
Final rites for Mrs. Cecil
LeDon Chapel. of Ridgeway US
1-3360-450 lbs.
$36.0448.00
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. US 1-3450-560 lbs
538.00-39.50 (Laura) Wills were held MonUS 1-3 500-650 lbs. 839.50-40.00 few 40.50
Burial will follow in the Shady US
day at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel
2-3300-560 lbs.
835.00-36.00
Grove Cemetery.
of the Lindsey Funeral Home,
Boars 31.50.33.00
Paducah, with the Rev. Joe
Gardner officiating.
Burial was in the Mt. Kenton
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Wills, 72, Benton Route
6, died Saturday at 11:51 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
- -She-is survived- by her husband; one sister, Mrs. Mae
Lanping,_New_goncord; two
brothers,Charles Rose, Hazel,
and Robert Rose, Mayfield;
three grandchildren.

16 Billion Prizes Inserted Since 1912

Cracker Jack Prizes Could Be Valuable
By CHARLES
CHAMBERLA IN
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) - In 1912,
the kid who dug to the bottom
of a box of Cracker Jack was
likely to get a metal whistle, a
puzzle or a yo-yo. These days
it's a miniature pinball game,
a super-hero decal or even a
chance to win a car.
In all, 16 billion prizes of
more than 1 million varieties
have been inserted in Cracker
Jack boxes over the years,

Three-Day Work Week
Works Well In Iowa Plant

By DON BEMAN
Associated Press Writer
DES MOINES,Iowa API.The two huge presses run 24
hours a day, most of the time
seven days a week, at the
Meredith Corp. magazine
printing plant.
Until 18 months ago, overtime - too much of it - was
eating up weekends and personal holidays and becoming a
source of friction between
union and management.
-I went for a year and a half
one time with jusltwo or three
days off outside my vacation,"
said Bob Moore, who runs the
control console on one of the
two roto gravure presses.
John Downey, plant
manager, said Moore wasn't
the only worker with that kind
of schedule in the 64-member
rotogravure division.
"Wives were mad and the
crews were like zombies," he
said."You just can't have people working that long without
a break and not see the effects
on them,"
Technically, the roto crews
were on five-day, 371,24iour
work weeks. Actually, they
were on what the unions call
"forced overtime."
"Everybody likes overtime
when it first starts. But-after a
while, that's just not enough
anymore," Downey said.
Downey said the two-story
Italian-made Cerutti roto
presses are worth about $10
million each and must roll
seven days and nights most of
the year to make money.
Rotogravure_a-process_that_
yields high quality color printing, is used primarily for ad
supiaTements, catalogs and
magazines. Meredith has its
own products- Better Homes
and Gardens, Sail, Apartment
Life and Successful Farming
1979 Chrysler Cordoba
- and also contracts job prinWARPLANES ATTACK
PEARL HARBOR
ting of other magazines
Blue & silver with silver interior, power
seats, power
Japanese warplanes attack- through a subsidiary,
windows, cruise control, AM-FM radio, wire hub
caps,
ed the U. S. naval base at Meredith-Burda Inc.
ne owner car, extra nice. Approx. 22,000
miles.
Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. Enter "3-36," a scheduling
$5,477.00
The United States lost 10 ships
and 177 aircraft and another
half-dozen ships were disabled
Keep That Great GM Feeling
in the surprise attack, which
claimed 3,200 lives. Canada
GM QUAUT a
MINCE burrs
Lotfisw.L+ErKy-.--pa -- 751-2617 GwIfIllk1 MOTIONS
&11 i4tio
Japan hours after the attack
PARS marble '4'
The founder of Kentucky
and the United States followed
Fried Chicken remains in
suit the next day.
AC:I
=
7V
with
condition
critical
pneumonia but a KFC
spokesman said he had not
been placed in intensive care
at Jewish Hospital.
John Cox, the spokesman.
WE ACCEPT
reported Monday that Col.
OPEN TILL 8:00 P.M.
VISA & MASTER CHARGE
Harland Sanders was conMONDAY THRU FRIDAY
LAYAWAYS AVAILABLE
scious and was receiving antibiotics.
The 90-year-old Sanders also
emissavaisit.awriawAsosagaiiimetwistwilegimikameasesisamilkieVigs111.111.0ibmiewisOiwitiasvami-mai siiminws
is undergoing chemotherapy
for leukemia, a blood disease
he was diagnosed as having
last spring but which had been
in remission from early
September until last week.
Sanders entered the hospital
Nov. 7 for treatment of an infection of the kidney and bladder. While undergoing the
treatment he developed
pneumonia and lapsed into
nmonimmuis
isiniosibas
wio
critical condition.
His condition improved
steadily and doctors were considering releasing him from
the hospital until he contacted
pneumonia again.

Mrs. Sturdivant Is
Dead At Age Of 84

Hog Market

Mrs. Cecil Wills
Dies At Hospital

Az=nr A=Z:mv

Col. Sanders Is
In Critical Condition

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

and they are rapidly becoming
collector's items worth up to
several hundred dollars
rather than trinkets worth only a few cents.
"There is a lot of nostalgia
connected with Cracker
Jack," says Harriet Joyce, an
avid collector who says she
has about 400 prizes.
She carries her most
cherished prizes with her
when she travels. "I'm not
taking a chance someone will
steal them if I leave them

system based on a three-day
work week with 12-hour days.
Meredith presented the
system to the union after a
tryout at the company's nonunion plant in Lynchburg, Va..
"We were hesitant," said
Moore, who has worked in
Meredith's printing division
for 34 years. "Nothing is ever
perfect and anything that's
strange, well, you're going to
be hesitant about it."
After union-management
sessions that probed such
things as fatigue factors, the
"3-36" system went into use in
Meredith's roto section and
has been expanded into the
computer operations division.
It works this way:
There are A, B, C and D
crews. The A crew works 7:15
a.m. to 7:15 p.m. Monday
though Wednesday. The B
crew works the same hours
Thursday through Saturday.
The C crew works 7:13 p.m. to
7:15 a.m. Monday through
Wednesday; the D crew works
those hours Thursday through
Saturday.
Overtime is divided so the
Monday-Wednesday crews
pick up Sunday,a double-time
pay day, one week and the
Thursday-Saturday crews
pick it up the next.
That way each worker gets
three days off one week and
four days off the next, plus one
double-time overtime day.
There is still overtime, but it
Joesn't wipe out all time off.
About 380 people work at the
printing plant, and every six
months they
roto division. Seniority
governs final selections for the
64 rotogravure slots.
"I wouldn't go back" to the
old five-day work week,Moore
said. He has enough seniority
to avoid being bumped from
the roto crews until he retires
in another year and a half.

Unfinished Furniture

Corner Cupboards
$79.95-$165.00-$185.
00-$259.00
Sizes
4
Gun Cabinets 6 Gun E 8 Gun Size
Hutches - Tables - Curios

Great Gift Line
Prints Numbered & Framed
Byrde Crystal-Very Beautiful

Oriental Ginger Jars
Figurines
Brass
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Stock Market

'Christmas'.
(Continued from Page 1)
Sigma Phi, Murray Rotary Club,
Fraternal Order of Police, Calloway
-County - Homemakers- Club, Ititirray
Woman's Club, Loyal Order of the
Moose,Carter Elementary School PTA,
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Reagan, Murray
Home and Auto, Pickens Electric, The
Appig Tree School, Owens Food
Marge, Murray Lumber Co.,
Wholesale Electric, Artcraft
Photography and Jerry's Custom Kitchens and Cabinets.
An additiotial highlight to this year's
"Christmas in the Park" will be the extension of Santa Claus' visiting hours to
six nights. Santa's visits, sponsored by
the Bank of Murray, are set for 6 to 8
p.m. Monday through Friday, Dec. 1519. and Monday,Dec. 22.
Parents may bring their youngsters

Hy-Klas Paints

Wicker
Ion Bock Chairs Cushion included Only $79.95
Wicker Chair Cushion Included Only 1.59.95
Swinging Chair $79.95
Stand $89.95
Wicker Mirrors 524.95-S30.00-S49.95
BaskPts large Assortment All Kinds

Shop With Us-

S9.50
.b5
totes
nterior
el Sll
latex Enam
Interior S11.60
Wall:trim
Walls 8.'No
Does

Everything You Could
Wont For A Nice Gift!
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Cioodyear
Gulf Oil
Aardees
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IBM
Jerico
K -marl
Kohn's Bag K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
US Tobacco
Wendy's

to see Santa in the old courthouse near
the playground in the center of the park
complex. Refreshments will be served
during Santa's visiting hours.
Lighting ceremonies for this year's
program are set for 5:30 p.m. Wednesday,Dec. 10, on the open-air dock of the
old freight depot at the rear of the park.
The Community Chorus will sing
Christmas carols prior to the lighting of
the displays.
"An invitation is extended to the
public and sponsoring organizations to
attend the opening ceremonies of this
year's expanded 'Christatas in the
Park' program and to see Santa during
his visiting hours beginning next
week," Hohman said. -The program
has become a local. holiday tradition
which we hope will be added to year
after year."

TVA Rates...
(Continued from Page 1)
$400 million in new revenues. A typical
residential customer's monthly bill
jumped $4.30 per 1,000 kilowatthours to
$38.79, still 25 percent below the national average.
Parris said $22.9 million was chopped
from the power system's budget the
past two weeks by eliminating some
consultants, cutting back, other manpower and reducing overtime.
About $10 million came from the
operating budgets of coalburning power
plants and dams, $3.7 million from
research and $2.6 million from conservation programs, he said. Engineermillion, and $4.5 million in non-safety
nuclear activities_werfsteferre,
_
About $80 million was cut from TVA's
$1.9 billion construction program,'
threefourths of it devoted to building
nine nuclear reactors. But the $80
million translates into only $4 million to
$5 million in annual interest savings
because most of the construction is

financed with loans.
Offsetting the savings. Parris said, is
a $20 million loss in nocost hydroelectric production from TVA's 30 dams in
October and November because of little
rainfall.
And, higher rates have pushed TVA's
projected interest costs of $1.07 billion
for 1980-81 up $20 million and they will
rise another $20 to $40 million if the
rates do not start falling soon, he said.
"I feel this is the first step in the right
director," TVA Director Bob Clement,
who frequently has accused the agency
of lacking zeal in controlling costs, said
of the budget cuts.
----Freeman said the disappearance of
the savings to higher interest-costs and
p0or.w Mtn.:Aust.ra
he_difficulfy
we're having in dramatizing to the con
sumer that we're squeezing our costs
with brute force."
TVA generates power for most of
Tennessee and parts of Alabama, North
Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi. Kentucky and Virginia.

D&T WAREHOUSE FOODS
.

You Can Tell By The Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In Town
"0 _

CRISCO OIL

$928
$
228

48 Oz. Bottle
AM
NABISCO OR ZIESTA

CRACKERS

69.

1 LB.

POTATOES
88

eriees

of stock of local interest at
now, EDT, today, furnished to the
ledger Is Times by First of Michigan,
i'orp., of ht wray,are as follows

million different prizes have dcc als and plastic pi[mks
been inserted by hand in boxes
Cracker Jack's latest prizes
of the popcorn-and-peanut are cars
five Mazda comconfectibn since 1912.
pacts,each filled with toys
It started with metal
Five coupons redeemable
whistles, puzzles and yo-yos.
for the "$10,000Super Toy SurIn the 1930s, munchers prise" have been placed in
discovered intricately design- Cracker Jack boxes since Jan.
ed, hand-painted metal, 1. A company spokesman said
wooden and porcelain toys in the chances of finding one of
the boxes. A complete train the coupons is about one in 34
set could be collected.
million.
In the 1940s came models of
None of the coupons has
World War II pilots and ar- been turned in yet, but ans.
tillery equipment.
after
cars remaining
In the '50s, little TVs and February will be given away
space toys joined the produc- in a drawing. Betty Garrett, a
tion line.
pracker Jack spokesman,
The '60s produced little said that offering cars as
storybooks and tiny tattoos.
prizes was an attempt to enAnd in the 1970s there were courage more adults to eat
pinball machines, super-hero Cracker Jack.

SAVE SAVE-SAVE!

BEL-AIR DECOR
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

Derund," she said.
Mrs. Joyce, 41, a registered
nurse, said her most valuable
piece is a tiny metal model of
a horse-drawn meat wagon.
She says that prize is worth
$300 and puts the value of her
entire collection at $10,000.
The Cracker Jack company
has its own collection of 10,030
prizes, which it considers so
valuable that it keeps them in
vault. The company recently
brought Mrs. Joyce and other
collectors in for a visit to the
vault.
"It makes my collection of
400 prizes look puny," Mrs.
Joyce said.
But the. company's collection lookstuny itself when you
consider that more than 1

20 LB.

BOLOGNA
ROD
$139
1 LB.
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